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Terahertz (THz) technology is one of emerging technologies that will change our life. A lot of attractive applications in secu−
rity, medicine, biology, astronomy, and non−destructive materials testing have been demonstrated already. However, the re−
alization of THz emitters and receivers is a challenge because the frequencies are too high for conventional electronics and
the photon energies are too small for classical optics. As a result, THz radiation is resistant to the techniques commonly em−
ployed in these well established neighbouring bands.
In the paper, issues associated with the development and exploitation of THz radiation detectors and focal plane arrays
are discussed. Historical impressive progress in THz detector sensitivity in a period of more than half century is analyzed.
More attention is put on the basic physical phenomena and the recent progress in both direct and heterodyne detectors. After
short description of general classification of THz detectors, more details concern Schottky barrier diodes, pair braking de−
tectors, hot electron mixers and field−effect transistor detectors, where links between THz devices and modern technologies
such as micromachining are underlined. Also, the operational conditions of THz detectors and their upper performance li−
mits are reviewed. Finally, recent advances in novel nanoelectronic materials and technologies are described. It is expected
that applications of nanoscale materials and devices will open the door for further performance improvement in THz
detectors.
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1. Introduction
The terahertz (THz) region of electromagnetic spectrum is
often described as the final unexplored area of spectrum.
First humans relied on the radiation from the Sun. Cave men
used torches (approximately 500,000 years ago). Candles
appeared around 1000 BC, followed by gas lighting (1772),
and incandescent bulbs (Edison, 1897). Radio (1886–1895),
X−rays (1895), UV radiation (1901), and radar (1936) were
invented in the end of the 19−th and the beginning of the
20−th centuries. However, terahertz range of electromag−
netic spectrum still presents a challenge for both electronic
and photonic technologies.
THz radiation (see Fig. 1) is frequently treated as the
spectral region within frequency range n »1–10 THz (l
»300–30 μm) [1–3] and it is partly overlapping with loosely
treated submillimeter (sub−mm) wavelength band n »0.1–3
THz (l »3 mm – 100 μm) [4]. Even wider region n »0.1–10
THz [5,6] is treated as THz band overlapping thus with
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Fig. 1. The electromagnetic spectrum.

sub−mm wavelength band. As a result, frequently both these
notions are used as equal ones (see, e.g. Ref. 7). Here, THz
range is accepted as the range within n »0.1–10 THz. THz
electronics spans the transition range from radio−electronics
to photonics.
The THz region of the electromagnetic spectrum has
proven to be one of the most elusive. Being situated
between infrared light and microwave radiation, THz radia−
tion is resistant to the techniques commonly employed in
these well established neighbouring bands. Historically, the
major use of THz spectroscopy has been by chemists and
astronomers in the spectral characterization of the rotational
and vibrational resonances and thermal−emission lines of
simple molecules. Terahertz receivers are also used to study
the trace gases in the upper atmosphere, such as ozone and
many gases involved in ozone depletion cycles, such as
chloride monoxide. Air efficiently absorbs in wide spectral
THz region (except for narrow windows around n »35 GHz,
96 GHz, 140 GHz, and 220 GHz, and others, see Fig. 2 [8]).
THz and millimeter waves are efficient at detecting the pre−
sence of water and thus, are efficient to discriminate different
objects on human bodies (water content of human body is
about 60%) as the clothes are transparent. In the longer

wavelength region (cm wavelength region) even persons
hiding behind a wall (not very thick) can be visualized. It
should be mentioned that about half of the luminosity of the
Universe and 98% of all the photons emitted since the Big
Bang belong to THz radiation [9]. This relict radiation car−
ries information about the cosmic space, galaxies, stars and
planets formation [10].
The past 20 years have seen a revolution in THz systems,
as advanced materials research provided new and higher−
−power sources, and the potential of THz for advanced phy−
sics research and commercial applications was demonstrated.
Numerous recent breakthroughs in the field have pushed THz
research into the centre stage. As examples of milestone
achievements we can mention the development of THz time−
−domain spectroscopy (TDS), THz imaging, and high−power
THz generation by means of nonlinear effects [1–3]. Re−
searches evolved with THz technologies are now received in−
creasing attention, and devices exploiting this wavelength
band are set to become increasingly important in diverse
range of human activity applications (e.g., security, biologi−
cal, drugs and explosion detection, gases fingerprints, ima−
ging, etc.). The interest in the THz range is attracted by the
fact that this range is the place where different physical phe−
nomena are revealed which frequently calls for multidis−
ciplinary special knowledge in this research area. Nowadays,
the THz technology is also of much use in fundamentals scien−
ce, such as nanomaterials science and biochemistry. This is
based on the fact that THz frequencies correspond to single
and collective excitations in nanoelectronic devices and col−
lective dynamics in biomolecules. In 2004, Technology Re−
view’s editors selected THz technology as one of “10 emer−
ging technologies that will change your world” [11].
Overviews on various applications of THz technologies can
be found, e.g., in Refs. 1–3, 6, 12–20.

2. Outlook on THz radiation specificity
Fig. 2. Attenuation of the Earth atmosphere from visible to radiofre−
quency band region (after Ref. 8).
Opto−Electron. Rev., 19, no. 3, 2011

THz radiation due to its unique properties provides a variety
of applications and opportunities in different field. Histori−
cally, astronomers were first which focused on THz detec−
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tion technology since interstellar dust covers spectrum that
ranges from 1 mm to 100 μm (14–140 K below the ambient
background on the Earth). Figure 3 shows the radiation
spectrum of interstellar (dust, light and heavy molecules),
a 30−K blackbody, and the 2.7−K cosmic background [21].
THz spectroscopy allows us true probe into the early uni−
verse, star forming regions, and many other abundant
molecules.

a lot of materials can provide information about the physical
properties of the materials investigated. In addition, an im−
portant feature of THz radiation is the ability to penetrate into
and distinguish between non−metallic materials.
Unlike visible and IR detectors, the far IR and sub−mm
wavelength detectors have not reached fundamental quan−
tum limit characteristics yet. They are not limited by photon
flux fluctuations (photon noise), except operation at some
selected frequencies and sub−Kelvin temperature operation
[23,24]. The registration of single THz photons was demon−
strated using quantum dot devices [25,26].
The noise equivalent power (NEP) is one of the figures
of merit for detectors and characterizes their sensitivity. It is
defined as the value of rms incident power on the detector
generating a signal output equal to the rms noise output (sig−
nal−to−noise ratio; SNR = 1). Intrinsic temperature fluctua−
tion noise of thermal detector defines its upper NEP limit as
NEP = ( 4k B T 2 Gth ) 1 2 ,

(1)

where kB is the Boltzmann’s constant, T is the temperature
of the thermistor, and Gth is the thermal conductance
between the detector and the heat sink. For the lower Gth,
the lower values of NEP can be achieved. For T »50 mK and
low phonon conductance Gth »10 fW/K, the values of elec−
trical NEP »4×10–20 W/Hz1/2 can be achieved at low back−
ground fluctuations conditions. Figure 5 presents the data of
the background−limited detector sensitivity for THz spec−
Fig. 3. Radiation spectrum of 30−K blackbody, typical interstellar
dust and key molecular line emissions in the submillimeter (after
Ref. 21).

THz remote sensing in the Earth’s atmosphere has been
a big challenge because of strong, ambient moisture absorp−
tion in the THz frequency range (see Fig. 4). Conventional
THz generation and detection techniques cannot be applied to
remote THz spectroscopy without suffering substantial atte−
nuation during the THz wave propagation in the air. With
currently available and practical THz detectors and sources,
the measurements over distances larger than 20 m are very
difficult. Because of considerable attenuation, THz waves are
not very useful for long−range communications [22]. How−
ever, due to strong absorption, the transmission spectra of

Fig. 4. Transmission of THz radiation in air.
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Fig. 5. Background−limited detector sensitivity for THz spectros−
copy in space. The flux of photons Nph(n) due to the background ra−
diation from the Universe was calculated from the experimental lu−
minosity of continuum radiation within a diffraction−limited beam.
This estimate assumes that the detector is sensitive to a single−pho−
ton polarization, its optical coupling efficiency is 25%, and its spec−
tral resolution n/dn »1 000 corresponds to the width of a typical
extragalactic emission line (n = 2nu/c results from Doppler line
broadening in distant galaxies with rotational velocities u »102
km/s). The background photon flux is very weak: Nph < 100 pho−
tons/s at n > 1 THz. Fluctuations of this flux (the photon shot noise)
determine the background−limited detector sensitivity NEPph(n). At
n < 1 THz, the detector performance is limited by the cosmic micro−
wave background; at higher frequencies it is limited by the radiation
from the galactic core and dust clouds (after Ref. 7).
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troscopy in space and also the photons flux at cosmic back−
ground shot noise conditions. The presented dependences
are valid both for direct detection and heterodyne detector
systems, and also for coherent (mixer) focal plane arrays,
which at present are realized only in single pixel or small
number detector arrays [27].
Realization of appropriate low values of NEP ~4×10–20
W/Hz1/2 considerably depends on background temperature,
spectral band, and resolution needed. The calculated NEP
values for Dl/l = 10–3 and for diffraction limited beams tak−
ing into account only the fluctuations of power from the
background radiation are shown in Fig. 6. Calculations were
done for Poisson statistics (solid curves) that dominates in
IR systems and with account of the Gaussian statistics (da−
shed curves), which is important for THz/sub−THz region. It
is seen that the possible upper limit of NEP ~10–20 W/Hz1/2
for low background conditions (T = 3 K) is possible only in
the spectral range n > 1.2 THz (l < 250 μm), the wave−
lengths region where the Cryogenic Aperture Large Infrared
Space Telescope Observatory (CALISTO) will be operated
(spectral range from 30 μm to 300 μm). It is predicted that
the technology for CALISTO will be developed during the
next decade [28].
The critical differences between detection at sub−mm
wavelengths and IR detection lie in small photon energies
(at l »300 μm, hn »4 meV, compared to the thermal energy
of 26 meV at room temperature). Also the Airy disk diame−
ter (diffraction limit) defined by

To achieve higher spatial imaging resolution, two ap−
proaches could be applied: solid immersion lenses (usually
Si lenses) or near−field imaging. Compared to the visible
region, the near−field imaging in the THz region has not yet
been well established, because, e.g., of the lack of THz
fibres or other bulk media transparent in THz region to gen−
erate near−field waves.
One of the problem, which limits an advent of hetero−
dyne arrays in THz spectral region needed for high−resolu−
tion spectroscopy applications (n/Dn »106), photometry
(n/Dn »3–10) and imaging, lies in technology limitations of
solid−state local oscillator (LO) power (see Fig. 7). Around
n »1 THz one can see that there exist the so cold “THz gap”.

lf
(2)
= 2.44l( f #),
D
is large, what determines low spatial resolution of THz sys−
tems. Here f is the focus length of optical system, D is its input
diameter, and f # is the f−number of the optical system.

Fig. 7. THz gap with respect to source technology: ( ) quantum cas−
cade lasers (QCL) are progressing downward from high frequen−
cies, the lowest n = 1.2 THz, T = 110 K – CW, T = 163 K – pulsed;
(l) frequency multipliers dominate other electronic devices (r)
above about 150 GHz; cryogenic sources are shown as hollow sym−
bols (m) (after Ref. 5).

Adif » 2.44

3. Trends in developments of THz detectors

Fig. 6. Photon noise limited NEP calculated only for Poisson statis−
tics (solid curves) that dominates in IR systems and with account
of the Gaussian statistics (dashed curves), which is important
for THz/sub−THz region. Dl/l = 0.001. Calculations are done
for emissivity, transmittivity, and coupling efficiency equal to 1
(e, t, h = 1).
Opto−Electron. Rev., 19, no. 3, 2011

The detection of THz radiation is resistant to the commonly
employed techniques in the neighbouring microwave and
infrared (IR) frequency bands. In THz detection, the use of
solid state detectors has been hampered for the reasons of
transit time of charge carriers being larger than the time of
one oscillation period of THz radiation. Also the energy of
radiation quanta is substantially smaller than the thermal
energy at room temperature and even liquid nitrogen
temperature.
Detector development is at the heart of all current plants.
There exists a large variety of traditional deeply cooled mm
and sub−mm wavelength detectors (mainly bolometers) as
well as new propositions based on optoelectronic quantum
devices [20], carbon nanotube bolometers, plasma wave
detection by field effect transistors, and hot electron room
temperature bipolar semiconductor bolometers [23,24].
Progress in THz detector sensitivity has been impressive
in a period of more than half century what is shown in Fig.
8(a) in the case of bolometers used in far−IR and sub−mm−
−wave astrophysics [29]. The NEP value has decreased by
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Fig. 8. Trends in development of THz detectors: (a) improvement in the bolometer NEP−value for more than half a century (sensitivity dou−
bled every 2 years over the past 70 years) and (b) detector arrays have doubled in format every 20 months over the past 10 years; green symbol
indicates current expectation (adapted after Ref. 29).

a factor of 1011 in 70 years, corresponding improvements by
a factor of two every two years. Individual detectors achie−
ved photon noise limited performance for ground−based
imaging in the 1990s. The photon noise from astrophysical
sources, achievable in space with a cold telescope, ~10–18
W/ÖHz, is now within demonstrated sensitivities. In present
decade, the studies of inflation via cosmic microwave back−
ground (CMB) polarization will be driven not by detector
sensitivity but by array formats. Far−infrared spectroscopy
from a cold telescope, however, requires sensitivity ~10–20
W/ÖHz to reach the astrophysical photon noise limit. Achie−
ving this sensitivity in working detector arrays remains
a challenge for the coming decade, as the number of the
detectors in the array is a key parameter that determines the
information capabilities of the system [24] and the speed
improvement in obtaining a complete imaging or spectrum
when observing galactic objects, as the accumulation time
tacc at each sensitive element is proportional to the number
Me of sensitive elements in the array and inversely propor−
tional to the frame rate fr, and the number of picture dots M,
tacc = 1/fr(Me/M).
The development of pixel arrays has been comparably
revolutionary [29]. Figure 8(b) shows increase in a number
of pixels in the period over last two decades. Detector arrays
have doubled in format every 20 months over the past 10
years producing arrays with pixels now numbering in the
thousands. Steady increase in overall observing efficiency is
expected in near future, which by now has reached factors in
the range of 1012 in comparison to capabilities in the early
1960s.
For space−board systems, the system NEP should not be
limited by the thermal emission from the telescope optics or
the detector noise itself. Assuming that the telescope is
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cooled to ~4 K, its emission should be negligible throughout
the sub−mm/FIR range, and the requirement on detector per−
formance (and ultimate system sensitivity) is set by the
astronomical background and spectral resolution needed (see,
e.g. Fig. 6). At longer wavelengths, this is dominated by
dust emission from the Milky Way, together with the cos−
mic microwave background. At shorter wavelengths (l <

Fig. 9. Dark sky astronomical background as a function of wave−
length for two different fractional resolutions, n/Dn = 1 for photom−
etry and, n/Dn = 1000 for moderate resolution extragalactic spec−
troscopy. The detector NEP should be well below these values in or−
der that the overall noise be dominated by the astronomical back−
ground (after Ref. 28).
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100 μm), the zodiacal emission becomes significant. These
two contributions have different angular distributions, but if
one considers only the “darkest sky”, the resulting detector
NEP requirements should be below 3×10–18 W/Hz1/2 (n/Dn
= 1, photometry requirements), and for n/Dn = 1000 spec−
troscopy below 8×10–20 W/Hz1/2 (l ~30–1000 μm, Fig. 9).

NASA has historically been the leading US agency for
promoting the development of long wavelength detector
technologies. Figure 10 shows the sensitivities of cur−
rently−planned or active far−IR/sub−mm spectroscopic facil−
ities in near future, instead Table 1 describes shortly several
airborne and space−borne platform missions.

Table 1. Far−IR spectroscopy platforms.
Spitzer
Space
Telescope
2003

SOFIA
2005

Herschel
Space
Observatory
2009

ALMA
2011

James Webb
Space
Telescope
2014

SPICA/BLISS
2017

Opto−Electron. Rev., 19, no. 3, 2011

The Spitzer Space Telescope was launched in August 2003. It is the last of NASA’s
“great observatories” in space. Spitzer is much more sensitive than prior infrared
missions and studies the universe at a wide range of infrared wavelengths. Spitzer
concentrates on the study of brown dwarfs, super planets, protoplanetary and
planetary debris disks, ultraluminous galaxies, active galaxies, and deep surveys
of the early universe.

SOFIA (Stratospheric Observatory for Infrared Astronomy) was finally
completed in 2005. SOFIA, a joint project between NASA and the German Space
Agency, incorporates a 2.5 meter optical/infrared/sub−millimeter telescope mounted
in a Boeing 747. Designed as a replacement for the successful Kuiper Airborne
Observatory, SOFIA is the largest airborne telescope in the world.

The Herschel Space Observatory carried into orbit in May 2009 is a European
Space Agency infrared−submillimeter mission. Herschel is built to perform
spectroscopy and photometry over a wide range of infrared wavelengths and it is
used to study galaxy formation, interstellar matter, star formation, and the
atmospheres of comets and planets. The Herschel Observatory is capable of seeing
the coldest and dustiest objects in space. It is the largest space telescope ever
launched carrying a single mirror of 3.5 meter in diameter.
The Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA) is an international
partnership between Europe, North America, East Asia and the Republic of Chile to
build the largest astronomical project in existence. It is an astronomical
interferometer, comprising an array of 66 12−meter and 7−meter diameter
radiotelescopes observing at millimeter and submillimeter wavelengths. It is being
built on the Chajnantor plateau at 5000 meters altitude in the Atacama desert of
northern Chile. ALMA is expected to provide insight on star birth during the early
universe and detailed imaging of local star and planet formation. Costing more than
a billion dollars, it is the most ambitious ground−based telescope currently under
construction. ALMA will begin scientific observations in the second half of 2011
and is scheduled to be fully operational by the end of 2012.
The James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) is a large, infrared−optimized space
telescope, scheduled for launch in 2014. It is a visible/infrared space mission which
will have extremely good sensitivity and resolution, giving us the best views yet of
the sky in the near−mid infrared. JWST will be used to study the early universe and
the formation of galaxies, stars and planets. Webb will have a large mirror, 6.5
meters in diameter and a sunshield the size of a tennis court. Both the mirror and
sunshade will not fit onto the rocket fully open, so both will fold up and open once
Webb is in outer space. Webb will reside in an orbit about 1.5 million km from the
Earth.
The Background−Limited Infrared−Submillimeter Spectrograph (BLISS) is
a far−IR spectrograph concept for the Space Infrared Telescope for Cosmology
and Astrophysics (SPICA). The SPICA mission is a future Japanese infrared
astronomical satellite, with launch envisioned in 2017, to explore the universe with
a cooled, large telescope.
The philosophy of BLISS is to provide a rapid survey spectroscopy capability over
the full far−IR range. The baseline approach is a suite of broadband grating
spectrometer modules with transition−edge superconducting (TES) bolometers.
SPICA will use a cooled telescope (3.5 m diameter primary, ~5 K) to achieve
sensitivities currently inaccessible to existing facilities operating over this
wavelength range (SOFIA, Herschel).
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coherent detection systems, which allow detecting not
only the amplitude of the signal, but also its phase.
Coherent signal detection systems use heterodyne circuit
design, since so far, for high radiation frequency range,
proper amplifiers do not exist. The detected signals are
transferred to much lower frequencies (f »1–30 GHz) where
they are amplified by low−noise amplifiers. Basically, these
systems are selective (narrow−band) detection systems.

l

4.1. Direct detection

Fig. 10. Sensitivity of far−IR spectroscopy platforms (after Ref. 29).

As last figure shows, the James Webb space telescope
(JWST) operates at wavelengths below about 27 μm. The
Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA)
operating through a number of submillimeter atmospheric
windows as well as ~650 μm, will have sensitivities at least
100 times higher than Herschel spanning the intervening
60–650 μm wavelength range. ALMA and JWST are cur−
rently scheduled to start operations within the next few
years. The Space Infrared Telescope for Cosmology and
astrophysics (SPICA), with launch envisioned in 2017, will
provide two−to−three orders of magnitude increase in sensi−
tivity in comparison with Herschel that will bring far−IR/
sub−mm sensitivity into line with those of JWST and
ALMA. The ambitious requirements of future space mis−
sions are summarized in Table 2.

4. Direct and heterodyne THz detection
All radiation detection systems in THz spectral ranges can
be divided into two groups:
incoherent detection systes (with direct detection sen−
sors), which allow only signal amplitude detection and
which, as a rule, are broadband detection systems, and
l

Detectors with direct signal detection basically are used in
spectroscopic and technical vision systems of ultraviolet,
visible, IR, sub−mm, and mm regions. In sub−mm and mm
wavelength bands they are suitable for applications that do
not require ultrahigh spectral resolution (n/Dn »106) that is
provided by heterodyne detector spectroscopic systems. But
unlike heterodyne detection systems, there do not exist the
problem of multielement arrays formation conditioned by
LO power and fast detector response (t »10–10–10–11 s).
In direct THz detection systems, even room temperature
detectors can be used with relatively long response time (t
»10–2–10–3 s) and modest sensitivity. Among them there are
Golay cells [31,32], pyroelectric detectors [33], different
kind of thermal direct detection detectors (bolometers and
microbolometers) [34,35], which use antennas to couple
power to a small thermally absorbing regions. The NEP
value for uncooled detectors typically is from 10–10 to 10–9
W/Hz1/2 (see Table 3, Ref. 36).
Different kind of cooled semiconductor detectors (hot
electron InSb, Si, Ge bolometers, extrinsic Si and Ge) [1,24,
37–43] with the response time of t »10–6–10–8 s and NEP
»10–13–5×10–17 W/Hz1/2 and operated at T  4 K are also
used. Direct extrinsic photoconductors (stressed Ge:Ga) can
be sensitive up to the wavelength l »400 μm [41] and can be
assembled into arrays [44]. However, the most sensitive
direct detectors in sub−mm and mm wavebands are different
bolometer designs cooled to T »100–300 mK reaching NEP
limited by cosmic background radiation fluctuations [7,
45–48]. Intrinsic and extrinsic photon detectors, based on
interband, intersubband or impurity optical transitions, are
used only in the short range of sub−mm spectral band. The
reason of that is high thermal generation rate in comparison
with photoionization rate under radiation. A comprehensive
review of different direct detection detectors up to 1994 is

Table 2. Requirements for future space applications (after Ref. 30).
Science
CMB polarization
Galaxy evolution
Star formation
Circumstellar disks
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Future opportunities

Requirements
NEP (W/Hz)

t (ms)

Format

Inflation probe

(1–5)×10–18

1–30

104

SPICA/BLISS

(3–30)×10–20

100

5000

SAFIR/CALISTO imaging

3×10–19

10

105

SAFIR/CALISTO spectroscopy

3×10–20

100

105

SPIRIT

1×10–19

0.2

256
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Table 3. Parameters of some uncooled THz wave detectors (after Ref. 36).
Modulation
frequency
(Hz)

Operation
frequency
(THz)

Noise equivalent power
(W/Hz1/2)

 20

 30

10–9–10–10

 102 (decreases with f
increasing and depends
on dimensions)

 30

» (1–3)×10–9 (decreases with n increase)

VOx microbolometers

 102

4.3

> 3×10–10 (increases with n increase)

Bi microbolometer

 106

3

1.6×10–10 (increases with n increase)

Nb microbolometer
Ti microbolometer
Ni microbolometer

–
530
30

 30
0.3
0.094

5×10–11
4×10–11
1.9×10–11

 1010

 10

–
–

–
0.1

 10–10 (increases several orders with n increase
within ~0.1–10 THz)
1.5×10–12 (no incident power)
1×10–12

Si MOSFET

3×104

0.645

»3×10–10 (depends on gate length and gate voltage)

Si FET
Si CMOS
SiN membrane
Micro−Golay cell

–
–
 200
 30

 0.7
–
»1.6–4.3
0.105

> 10–10 (depends on gate length and gate voltage)
5×10–11
10–9
3×10–7

HgCdTe HEB

< 108

»0.03–1.5

~4×10–10 (n »37 GHz, increases with n increase)

Detector type
Golay cell
Piezoelectric

Schottky diodes
Schottky diode (zero biased)
Mott diodes

carried out in Ref. 41. Some kind of new cooled detectors
are considered in Refs. 49 and 50.
A schematic diagram of a direct detection is shown in
Fig. 11. Detector detects both signal radiation with the sig−
nal power Ws and background radiation with the power WB.
Focusing optics (lenses, mirrors, horns, etc.) is used to col−
lect radiation over a large area to focus it to detector. Fre−
quently, an optical filter is located before detector to remove
background radiation at wavelengths other than the detected
signal. A relatively small electrical signal from detector is
amplified by amplifier and the generated signal Is is further
processed.
It can be shown that for direct detection with non−photo−
conductive detector, when fluctuation noise (background
flux fluctuations) predominates, the minimum detectable

signal in background limited performance (BLIP) condi−
tions is equal to [51,52]
W smin
=
, dir

 2 hn
W B Df
h

Opto−Electron. Rev., 19, no. 3, 2011

, (W),

(3)

where h is the detector quantum efficiency (coupling effi−
ciency) and Df is the bandwidth.
~(Df)1/2 and detectable signal can
It is seen that W smin
, dir
be appreciably weaker than WB. From this expression, one
can also see that when comparing detectors, it is useful to
normalize them to (Df)1/2 which is done comparing NEP of
different detectors.
At the condition that fluctuation noise is in the signal
= WB) for non−photoconductive direct
flow itself (W smin
, dir
detector for minimum detectable signal it follows
W smin
=
, dir

Fig. 11. Schematic representation of a direct detection. Ws is the sig−
nal power and WB is the background radiation power.

12

2 hn
Df , (W).
h

(4)

It means that to detect a minimum current, there should
be accepted at least two photons by detector (h = 1). Then,
»6.6×10–22
for the radiation frequency n = 1 THz W smin
, dir
W (Df = 1 Hz). But, the ability to detect such signals by
direct detection detectors is limited by irreducible back−
ground photon noise not vanishingly small even for cosmic
background. Performance of these detectors is background
noise limited compared to heterodyne detectors, which per−
formance is quantum noise limited. As a rule, the threshold
power detected by direct detectors is higher, that is caused
by other noises present both in detector itself and in circuit
elements, and amplifiers.
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For BLIP detection, when normalizing detector NEP to
(Df)1/2, from Eq. (3) it follows
NEPdir =

 2hn
WB
h

12

, (W/Hz1/2).

(5)

The lower NEP means the more sensitive detector.
An advantage of systems with direct detection is relative
simplicity and possibility of designing large format arrays
[53–57]. Most imaging systems used passive direct detec−
tion. In active systems, for operation of which the scene is
illuminated, heterodyne detection can also be used in order
to increase sensitivity to low radiant levels or to image
through the scattering media.

4.2. Heterodyne detection
In heterodyne detectors, the signals with THz frequencies
are down−converted to intermediate frequency (IF), preser−
ving the amplitude and phase information of the incoming
radiation. In the last several decades, the detectors are of
choice for high resolution spectroscopic studies, cosmic
remote sensing, and relatively recently, for mm and sub−mm
imaging [1–3].
A schematic of heterodyne detection is shown in Fig. 12.
In addition to the signal Ws and the background WB radiant
powers, the radiant power WLO from a local oscillator is
added. LO is required to drive the mixing process. Basic ele−
ment of mm or sub−mm heterodyne detector is a mixer, which
is needed to align Ws and WLO for generating a copy of a sig−
nal at the intermediate frequency nIF = |ns – nLO| and its key
component is the nonlinear mixing element (detector) at
which the signal and LO radiant powers are coupled using
some kind of diplexer or a beam splitter for IR region. The
latter one spatially combines the signal beam and LO−beam.
Mixer is the most important component of heterodyne re−
ceiver input stage that is responsible for its responsivity. Its
conversion loss enhancement decreases contribution into the
noise heterodyne receiver temperature and consequent inter−
mediate frequency amplifier. Signal power losses occur at di−
plexer and detector, but it is a mixer and its distributing cir−
cuits, which contribute the most noise to heterodyne receiver
[58]. To be used in mm or sub−mm array, the mixer choice is
dictated by the available LO power in these spectral range,
mixer operating temperature and sensitivity needed.

Fig. 12. Simplified schematic representation of heterodyne receiver.
Ws is the signal power with the frequency ns, WB is the background
radiation power, Wo is the local oscillator radiation power with the
frequency nLO, nIF is the intermediate frequency.
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Dependent on the availability of suitable LOs, two het−
erodyne techniques are possible. One can use a tuneable LO
and a fixed IF amplifier with filters. Another one uses
a fixed frequency LO in combination with IF amplifiers and
filters to cover the needed frequency range. The first one is
more flexible but tuneable continuous wave sources (such
as, e.g., backward wave oscillators or frequency multiplied
millimetre wave sources) produce low power at wave−
lengths less than 500 μm, which can be not enough, e.g., for
detection with Schottky barrier diode (SBD) receivers. The
available narrow linewidth sources with sufficient power, as
an LO for SBDs, are optically pumped sub−mm gas lasers or
quantum cascade lasers (QCLs) for shorter part of sub−mm
range. Although many CW lines are available from the gas
lasers, these are all at specific wavelengths and heterodyne
detection is restricted to a relatively narrow range on either
side of each available wavelength [e.g., gas lasers at l = 433
μm (HCOOH), at l = 184, 214, and 288 μm (CH2F2), l =
337 μm (HCN), l = 118 μm (H2O), and others].
The serious problem, which limits an advent of hetero−
dyne sensor arrays in sub−mm (THz) spectral region [e.g.,
for high−resolution spectroscopy applications (n/Dn »106)
or photometry (n/Dn »3–10) and imaging], lies in techno−
logy limitations of solid−state local oscillator (LO) power.
With an exception of free electron lasers that use relativistic
electrons and are capable of reaching kilowatt level tera−
hertz power [59], other THz source generate milliwatt or
microwatt power levels (see Fig. 7). Traditional electronic
devices, such as transistors, do not work well much above
about 150 GHz. Therefore there are no amplifiers available
throughout most of the THz band. Similarly, semiconductor
lasers that have long been available in optical and IR bands,
are not available in most of the THz band. Although much
progress is being made in the area of high frequency transis−
tors [60] and semiconductor lasers [61], it seems clear that,
the so−called, “THz gap” will remain an important challenge
to scientists and engineers for foreseeable future.
The primary benefit of heterodyne detection systems is
that the frequency and phase information at the signal fre−
quency ns is converted to the frequency nIF, which is in much
lower frequency band (nIF << ns) appropriate to electronics
time response. This transformation (ns  nIF) is called he−
terodyne conversion. If the signal and LO frequencies are
equal, then nIF = 0 and the beat tone degenerates to DC, and
such detection process is called homodyne conversion.
Any nonlinear electronic device can be used as a mixer.
However, to achieve efficient conversion and low noise in
mm and sub−mm wavelength bands, only several types of
detectors can be used. Frequently used mixers are devices
having a strong electric field quadratic nonlinearity. Exam−
ples are forward biased Schottky barrier diodes (SBDs),
superconductor−insulator−superconductor (SIS) tunnel junc−
tions, semiconductor and superconducting hot electron
bolometers (HEBs), and superlattices (SLs). Schematic cur−
rent−voltage characteristics of these devices are shown in
Fig. 13. Simultaneously with reasonable conversion effi−
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Eq. (5)] as for direct detection. But frequently NEP still is
cited in units of W/Hz1/2.
A key advantage of mm and sub−mm sensors over infra−
red and visible ones is ultimate noise limits. Both direct and
heterodyne detectors operate against fundamental noise lim−
its that depend on the background radiation and the photon
frequency. In the coherent case, the limit is simply the pho−
ton shot noise that has NEP equal to hn h. This limit is plot−
ted in Fig. 14 for h = 1 in terms of the photon energy hn q
and the equivalent temperature T = hn/kB. The same advan−
tage is shared by RF receivers operating at lower frequen−
cies, which is one of the reasons for RF communications, be
it wired or wireless, is generally superior to photonic com−
munications in terms of sensitivity [15].

Fig. 13. Schematic of I−V characteristics of nonlinear elements on
which THz heterodyne receivers are based: (a) Schottky diode, (b)
SIS, (c) HEB, and (d) SL.

ciency and low noise, these nonlinear devices should pos−
sess high conversion operation speed for assurance of wide
bandpass for consequent signals amplification at much
lower frequencies 1–30 GHz.
At large LO power Wo one can detect the relatively small
signal powers Ws. When this condition is abide by Wo >>
Ws, the quantum noise in the signal flux can be the dominant
noise, and for internal signal gain G = 1 for non−photocon−
ductive detector at signal−to−noise ratio S/N = 1, it follows
[51,52]
W smin
, het

hn
=
Df , (W),
h

(6)

and for minimal detectable energy one has E min
= hn h.
s , het
For the coupling efficiency h = 1 it means the quantum limit
of signal detection. Thus, the energy of one photon accepted
by non−photoconductive detector is transformed into the ki−
netic energy of one electron, which then crosses the barrier.
For heterodyne detection in BLIP regime, it can be
shown [52], that
NEPhet =

W smin
, het
Df

=

hn
, (W/Hz).
h

(7)

In heterodyne detection, the possible minimum detec−
table signal is twice lower in comparison with direct detec−
tion [see Eqs. (4) and (6)]. Note also, that for heterodyne
detection, units of NEP are W/Hz instead of W/Hz1/2 [see
Opto−Electron. Rev., 19, no. 3, 2011

Fig. 14. Quantum−limit defined by the minimum energy – one pho−
ton – per spatial mode from the mm−wave region through the visible
region (after Ref. 15).

The sensitivity of heterodyne detectors is frequently
given in terms of the mixer noise temperature Tmix, which
correlates with the mixer noise equivalent power
NEPmix = kBTmix.

(8)

For the wavelength band l »3 mm (n »100 GHz), where
it is atmospheric transparency window, the value
T smin = E smin
k B = hn/kB »4.8 K is the fundamental limit to
, het
the noise temperature imposed by the uncertainty principle
on any simultaneous measurement of the amplitude and
phase of the electromagnetic wave (see Fig. 14). In the case
of heterodyne detection with SIS tunnel junctions as the
mixing elements, “the true quantum−noise limited mixer
min
temperature is Tmix
= hn 2k B ” [62].
The limit values of noise temperature of heterodyne
THz detectors are frequently compared using T smin −values.
Since heterodyne detectors measure both amplitude and
phase simultaneously, they are governed by the uncertainty
principle, and hence they are quantum−noise limited to an
absolute noise−floor of 48 K/THz.
THz mixer receivers can operate in different modes,
depending on the configuration of the receiver and the
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nature of the measurement. The signal and image frequen−
cies may be separated in the correlator, or the image may be
removed by appropriate phase switching of pairs of local
oscillators. The function of separating or dumping the
image in the receiver is to remove some of the uncorrelated
noise to improve the system sensitivity.
In single−sideband (SSB) operation, the receiver is con−
figured so that, at the image sideband, the mixer is con−
nected to a termination within the receiver. There is no
external connection to the image frequency, and the com−
plete receiver is functionally equivalent to an amplifier fol−
lowed by a frequency converter.
In double−sideband (DSB) operation, on the other hand,
the mixer is connected to the same input port at both upper
and lower sidebands. The DSB receivers can be operated in
two modes:
in SSB operation to measure narrow−band signals con−
tained entirely within one sideband – for detection of
such narrow−band signals, power collected in the image
band of a DSB receiver degrades the measurement
sensitivity
in DSB operation to measure broadband (or continuum)
sources whose spectrum covers both sidebands – for
continuum radiometry, the additional signal power col−
lected in the image band of a DSB receiver improves the
measurement sensitivity.
The technology that has traditionally been available for
terahertz receivers utilizes Schottky−barrier diode (SBD)
mixers pumped by gas laser local oscillators. The noise tem−
perature of such receivers has essentially reached a limit of
about 50hn/k in the frequency range below 3 THz (see Fig.
15). Above 3 THz, there occurs a steep increase, mainly due
to increasing losses of the antenna and reduced performance
of the diode itself. In the last two decades, impressive im−
provements in receiver sensitivities have been achieved
using superconducting mixers, with both SIS and HEB mix−
ers. In Fig. 15, selected receiver noise temperatures are plot−
ted. Nb−based SIS mixers yield almost quantum limited per−
formance up to gap frequency of 0.7 THz.
l

l

Unlike SBD and SIS mixers, the HEB mixer is a thermal
detector. Up to 2.5 THz, the noise temperature follows
closely the 10hn/k line. In comparison with Schottky−barrier
technology, HEB mixers require three to four orders of
magnitude less LO power.
Heterodyne detectors are mostly used in investigations
of CMB radiation measurements at mm and sub−mm wave−
lengths. Typical receiver includes conical antenna, HEMT
amplifier, band pass filter and SIS, or superconducting HEB
detector. HEMT amplifiers can be cooled to cryogenic tem−
peratures to minimize their noise.

4.3. Heterodyne vs. direct detection
One of the critical questions, especially for space−borne ob−
servatories at sub−mm wavelengths, is whether to use hete−
rodyne or direct detector instruments for spectroscopic stu−
dies. In general, heterodyne detection offers higher spectral
resolution n/Dn ~105–106. Very high spectral resolution is
possible, since nIF << n. But for heterodyne systems, espe−
cially for SBD receivers in THz region, a critical component
is the LO source.
At the same time, direct detection detectors, as a rule
operating in wider spectral range, when, e.g., photon back−
ground is low, can provide sufficient resolution. They are
preferable for moderate spectral resolution n/Dn ~103–104
or lower and they are also preferable for imaging [63].
Direct detectors can be used in those applications where
sensitivity is more important than the spectral resolution.
Having background limited detector array is important
from the point of removing of, e.g., sky background noise,
taking into consideration that any spatially correlated com−
ponent of this noise detected in all detectors in the array can
be substantially suppressed.
Among the direct detectors, low−temperature bolometers
currently offer the highest sensitivity from the far−infrared
to millimetre−wave region of the electromagnetic spectrum
providing background limited performance with NEP up
~(0.4–3)×10–19 W/Hz1/2 at operation temperature ~100–300
mK [7,47,64,65]. Direct detection bolometers have been
used for decades in measurements of CMB spectrum and
anisotropy, including space flight COBE−FIRAS instrument
[66]. In CMB experiments, coherent detector systems and
incoherent bolometric systems are used. For cosmic ground−
−based experiments, both detector types are viable [67].
Compared to direct detection, heterodyne detection
exhibits both advantages and disadvantages [52]. Among
the advantages of heterodyne detection are:
it can detect frequency modulation and phase modula−
tion,
dominant noise follows from fluctuations in WLO rather
than from background radiation noise, thus providing
discrimination, e.g., against background flux, micropho−
nics etc.,
IF conversion process provides gain, so that IF detector
signal output may be made large to override, e.g., ther−
mal and generation−recombination noise,
l

l

l

Fig. 15. Noise temperature of Schottky diode mixers, SIS mixers
and HEB mixers operated in terahertz spectral band (after Ref. 48).
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conversion gain is proportional to WLO/Ws and thus,
much weaker radiant signal powers compared to direct
detection can be detected.
Among the disadvantages of heterodyne detection are:
both beams should be coincident and equal of diameter,
and also their Pointing vectors should be coincident,
wavefronts of both beams should have the same radius
of curvature and have the same transverse spatial mode
structure, moreover they should be polarized in the same
direction,
difficulty of producing large format arrays.
Coherent detection systems (with SIS or SBD mixers),
as a rule, are limited in detection signals with the frequen−
cies above 1 THz. Heterodyne superconducting HEB mix−
ers, TES and microwave kinetic inductance detectors
(MKIDs) direct detection detectors have almost no practical
limitations in applications in shorter sub−mm range. In this
spectral band, both antenna−coupled detectors and detectors
itself (except, e.g., HEB detectors) for radiation detection
can be used.
l

l

l

l

5. Photoconductive THz generation and
detection
Before the mid−1970s, the only viable source for THz radia−
tion was a thermal source. This changed in 1975, when
Auston of Bell Labs demonstrated that a short laser pulse
(on the order of 100 fs and with a wavelength above the
bandgap) impinging on a biased semiconductor would cre−
ate a picosecond current transient [68]. This time−dependent
current radiates and contains frequency components in the
THz frequency range. This pioneering source for a THz
pulse called the “Auston switch” led to the development of
photoconductive [69] and electro−optic methods [70] to ge−
nerate and detect radiation in the THz frequency range.
In typical photoconductive switch [see Fig. 16(a)], two
biased parallel metal strip lines, called the “Grischkowsky
antenna” [71], with a typical separation of several microme−
ters are embedded in a semiconductor substrate [14]. The
THz pulse is generated when fs−laser pulse is focused near
the anode of the antenna thereby creating free charge car−

riers, which are accelerated in the electric field between the
striplines. These are radiated into the substrate (and in oppo−
site direction) and collimated by a hyperhemispherical lens
with high resistivity silicon for better coupling of THz radi−
ation to the free space (free space impedance Z »377 ).
The photoconductive detection of broadband THz radia−
tion is based on antenna structures similar to those used for
generation of pulsed broadband THz radiation emission
spectra and is used in time domain spectroscopy (TDS)
experiments or imaging (see Fig. 17) [14,73,74]. Each pulse
of a femtosecond laser producing an optical−pulse train sepa−
rates into two paths. One reaches the THz emitter, such as
a photoconductive antenna, semiconductor wafer or nonli−
near crystal, where the optical pulses are transformed into
ultrashort electromagnetic pulses. These pulses propagate in
free space, and are focused onto an ultrafast detector, such
as low−temperature grown (LTG) GaAs photoconductive
switch or electro−optic crystal. The second part of the pulse
is also delivered onto the detector after passing through
a time−delay stage.
Unfortunately, LTG detector sensitivities or changes in
optical polarization of electro−optical cells are small due to
the weakness of the THz fields and nonlinear effect.
Because of these circumstances, to obtain an image (only in
the active mode) with their help, one needs to move, e.g.,
the object mechanically, and it takes at least several
minutes.
Figures 16(b) shows a schematic illustration of the pho−
toconductive antenna sensor (detector). It consists of an
H−shaped stripline structure deposited on a semiconductor
substrate. In analogy to the emitter switch, an incoming fs
laser beam (from the same fs laser), which is focused be−
tween protruding parts of the electrodes, injects free carriers
leading to a drop of the resistance across the switch below
about a hundred ohms. The electric field of the focused
incoming THz radiation from fs laser, induces a transient
bias voltage across the l–5−μm gap between the two arms of
this receiving antenna. Thus, when the laser pulse coincides
spatially and temporally with the THz electric field of the
incoming THz radiation, a photocurrent is induced that is
proportional to the incident electric field. By delaying the
laser pulse, relative to the THz pulse, the time−dependence

Fig. 16. Photoconductive emitter (a) and photoconductive detector antenna (b) mounted on a hemispherical lens (after Ref. 72).
Opto−Electron. Rev., 19, no. 3, 2011
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Fig. 17. Schematic diagram of THz−TDS system. The emitters are typically made from a GaAs photoconductive switch, semiconductors
(InAs, ZnTe, GaSe) and nonlinear crystals (DAST, GaP). The sensors are often a GaAs photoconductive switch or electro−optic crystals
(ZnTe, GaSe, GaAs, DAST). In the second case a quarter wave plate (QWP), Wollaston prism and balanced detectors are used.

of the photocurrent can be measured. Since the laser pulse is
narrow in comparison to the time duration of the THz pulse
from laser induced semiconductor emitter [Fig. 16(b)], the
laser acts as a gated sampling signal.
The detectors as photoconductive antennas (see Fig. 16)
on the base of highly resistive semiconductors (e.g., low
temperature grown GaAs [75–77] or narrow−gap InGaAs
[78]) are frequently used in TDS technique. During the laser
pulse, the excited carriers are accelerated by the electrical
field component of the incident THz pulse with the time−
−dependent electrical field E(t). The current signal, which
arises in outer circuit, can be analysed by inverse Fourier
transform procedure. The photoconductive antenna can be
considered as a dipole of the length L, which is in resonance
with the radiation wavelength ln inside the semiconductor.
The resonance condition is L = m(l/2n), where m is the inte−
ger and n is the semiconductor refractive index.
The time domain signal I(t) (where t is a delay time), is
the convolution of THz pulse electric field E(t) and the
detector response D(t)
I (t ) =

1
T

The majority of THz detectors can be classified in two broad
categories: photon detectors and thermal detectors.

6.1. Photon detectors
In photon detectors, the radiation is absorbed within the
material by interaction with electrons either bound to lattice
atoms or to impurity atoms or with free electrons. The
observed electrical output signal results from the changed
electronic energy distribution. The fundamental optical
excitation processes in semiconductors are illustrated in
Fig. 18 The photon detectors show a selective wavelength
dependence of response per unit incident radiation power
(see Fig. 19). They exhibit both good signal−to−noise perfor−
mance and a very fast response. But to achieve this, the pho−
ton detectors require cryogenic cooling. This is necessary to
prevent the thermal generation of charge carriers. The ther−
mal transitions compete with the optical ones, making non−
−cooled devices very noisy.

T

 E(t )D(t  t ) dt .

(9)

0

If the detector response is a delta function, the time
domain signal would be equal to the electric field. In the real
situation, the bandwidth of the pulse is limited by the detec−
tor response. The reason for this is that the analysis is per−
formed by dividing the sample signals with the reference
signal in the frequency domain where the time domain con−
volution becomes a product leaving only the ratio of the
electric fields.
There are quite a lot of designs of antennas (e.g., bow−
−type, horn structure, fractal) and publications devoted to
this question [79–84].
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Fig. 18. Fundamental optical excitation processes in semiconduc−
tors: (a) intrinsic absorption, (b) extrinsic absorption, (c) free carrier
absorption.
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At equilibrium, the generation and recombination rates
are equal to each other. In this case
D =

lh

.

2hc(Gt ) 1 2

(14)

Background radiation frequently is the main source of
noise in a detector. Assuming no contribution due to recom−
bination,
I 2n = 2

B Ad hq

2 2

g Df ,

(15)

where B is the background photon flux density. Therefore,
at the background limited performance conditions (BLIP
performance)
Fig. 19. Relative spectral response for a photon and thermal detec−
tors.

The spectral current responsivity of photon detectors is
equal to
Ri =

lh
qg,
hc

(10)

where l is the wavelength, h is the Planck’s constant, c is
the velocity of light, q is the electron charge, and g is the
photoelectric current gain. The current that flows through
the contacts of the device is noisy due to the statistical
nature of the generation and recombination processes – fluc−
tuation of optical generation, thermal generation, and radia−
tive and nonradiative recombination rates. Assuming that
the current gain for the photocurrent and the noise current
are the same, the noise current is
I n2 = 2q2 g2 (Gop  Gth  R)Df ,

(11)

where Gop is the optical generation rate, Gth is the thermal
generation rate, R is the resulting recombination rate, and Df
is the frequency band.
It was found by Jones [85] that for many detectors the
NEP is proportional to the square root of the detector signal
that is proportional to the detector area Ad. The normalized
detectivity D* (or D−star) suggested by Jones [85,86] is
defined as
D =

( Ad ) 1 2
.
NEP

DBLIP =

l  h
hc
B

12

.

(16)

Once background−limited performance is reached, the
quantum efficiency h, is the only detector parameter that
can influence a detector’s performance.
Depending on the nature of the interaction, the class of
photon detectors is further sub−divided into different types.
The most important are: intrinsic detectors, extrinsic detec−
tors, photoemissive (Schottky barriers). Different types of
detectors are described in details in the monograph Infrared
Detectors [86] and the are briefly characterized in Table 4.
Figure 20 shows spectral detectivity characteristics of dif−
ferent types of THz detectors [87].
Photoconductors that utilize excitation of an electron
from the valence to conduction band are called intrinsic
detectors. Instead those which operate by exciting electrons
into the conduction band or holes into the valence band
from impurity states within the band (impurity−bound states
in energy gap, quantum wells or quantum dots), are called
extrinsic detectors. A key difference between intrinsic and
extrinsic detectors is that extrinsic detectors require much

(12)

The detectivity D* is the main parameter to characterize
normalized signal−to−noise performance of detectors, and
can be also defined as
D =

Ri ( Ad Df ) 1 2
.
In

(13)

The importance of D* is that this figure of merit permits
comparison of detectors of the same type, but having diffe−
rent areas. Either a spectral or blackbody D* can be defined
in terms of corresponding type of NEP.
Opto−Electron. Rev., 19, no. 3, 2011

Fig. 20. Spectral dependence of detectivity of various infrared de−
tectors (adapted after 87).
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Table 4. Photon detectors.
Mode of operation

Schematic of detector

Operation and properties

Photoconductor

It is essentially a radiation−sensitive−resistor, generally a semiconductor,
either in thin−film or bulk form. A photon may release an electron−hole pair
or an impurity−bound charge carrier, thereby increasing the electrical
conductivity. In almost all cases, the change in conductivity is measured by
means of electrodes attached to the sample. For low resistance material, the
photoconductor is usually operated in a constant current circuit. For high
resistance photoconductors, a constant voltage circuit is preferred and the
signal is detected as a change in current in the bias circuit.

Blocked impurity
band detector

The active region of BIB detector structure, usually based on epitaxially
grown n−type material, is sandwiched between a higher doped degenerate
substrate electrode and an undoped blocking layer. Doping of active layer is
high enough for the onset of an impurity band in order to display a high
quantum efficiency for impurity ionization (in the case of Si:As BIB, the
active layer is doped to »5×1017 cm–3). The device exhibits a diode−like
characteristic, except that photoexcitation of electrons takes place between
the donor impurity and the conduction band. The heavily doped n−type
IR−active layer has a small concentration of negatively charged compensating
acceptor impurities. In the absence of an applied bias, charge neutrality
requires an equal concentration of ionized donors. Whereas the negative
charges are fixed at acceptor sites, the positive charges associated with
ionized donor sites (D+ charges) are mobile and can propagate through the
IR−active layer via the mechanism of hopping between the occupied (D0) and
the vacant (D+) neighboring sites. A positive bias to the transparent contact
creates a field that drives the pre−existing D+ charges towards the substrate,
while the undoped blocking layer prevents the injection of new D+ charges.
A region depleted of D+ charges is therefore created, with a width depending
on the applied bias and on the compensating acceptor concentration.

p−n junction
photodiode

It is the most widely used photovoltaic detector, but rather rarely used as THz
detector. Photons with energy greater than the energy gap create electron−hole
pairs in the material on both sides of the junction. By diffusion, the electrons
and holes generated within a diffusion length from the junction reach the
space−charge region where they are separated by the strong electric field;
minority carriers become majority carriers on the other side. This way
a photocurrent is generated causing a change in voltage across the
open−circuit cell or a current to flow in the short−circuited case. The limiting
noise level of photodiodes can ideally be Ö2 times lower than that of the
photoconductor, due to the absence of recombination noise. Response times
are generally limited by device capacitance and detector−circuit resistance.

Schottky barrier
photodiode

Schottky barrier photodiode reveals some advantages over p−n junction
photodiode: fabrication simplicity (deposition of metal barrier on
n(p)−semiconductor), absence of high−temperature diffusion processes, and
high speed of response. Since it is a majority carrier device, minority carrier
storage and removal problems do not exist and therefore higher bandwidths
can be expected. The thermionic emission process in Schottky barrier is much
more efficient than the diffusion process and therefore for a given built−in
voltage, the saturation current in a Schottky diode is several orders of
magnitude higher than in the p−n junction.

Dember detector

Dember detector, rather rarely used as THz detector, is a type of photovoltaic
device based on bulk photodiffusion voltage in a simple structure with only
one type of semiconductor doping supplied with two contacts. When
radiation is incident on the surface of a semiconductor generating
electron−hole pairs, a potential difference is usually developed in the direction
of the radiation as a result of difference in diffusion of electrons and holes.
The Dember effect electrical field restrains the electrons with higher mobility,
while holes are accelerated, thus making both fluxes equal.
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cooling to achieve high sensitivity at a given spectral res−
ponse cutoff in comparison with intrinsic detectors. Low−
−temperature operation is associated with longer−wave−
length sensitivity in order to suppress noise due to thermally
induced transitions between close−lying energy levels. In−
trinsic detectors are most common at the short wavelengths,
below 20 μm. Terahertz photoconductors are operated in
extrinsic mode. One advantage of photoconductors is their
current gain which is equal to the recombination time
divided by the majority−carrier transit time. This current
gain leads to higher responsivity than is possible with nona−
valanching photovoltaic detectors. However, series problem
of photoconductors operated at low temperature is nonuni−
formity of detector element due to recombination mecha−
nisms at the electrical contacts and its dependence on
electrical bias.
Recently, interfacial workfunction internal photoemis−
sion (IWIP) detectors [88] and quantum well [89] and quan−
tum dot detectors [20], which can be included to extrinsic
photoconductors, have been proposed as THz sensors. The
very fast time response of quantum well and quantum dot
semiconductor detectors make them attractive for THz hete−
rodyne detection and THz free space communications.
A schematic diagram of the architecture of a p−type
IWIP structure is shown in Fig. 21(a). A typical IWIP con−
sists of a doped emitter followed by an undoped barrier,
which is in turn sandwiched in two highly doped contact
layers. The top contact layer is formed as a ring surrounding
the active area to minimize absorption loss. The detection
mechanism is a three−stage process: free carrier absorption
of the incoming photons in the emitter, internal photoemis−
sion, and collection of emitted carriers by an applied electric
field across the contacts. The emitter−barrier junction intro−
duces the workfunction D, which corresponds to the energy
difference between the top of the barrier and the Fermi level
in the emitter. Carriers in the emitter with the energy > D
pass over the barrier, escape the emitter, and they are col−
lected at the contact by an applied electric field, as shown in
Fig. 21(b). If in IWIP detectors, both the emitter and barrier
are made of the same material but with higher doping in the
emitter they are called homojunction IWIP, while in a hete−

rojunction IWIP structure the emitter and the barrier are
made of materials with different bandgaps. A detailed
explanation on designing and optimization of IWIP detec−
tors can be found in Ref. 90. A comparative discussion of
several IWIP detectors, based on p−type AlGaAs/GaAs,
n−type GaAs/AlGaAs, n−type GaN/AlGaN, and p−type
GaSb/GaSb, is presented in Ref. 88. The major problem of
these detectors is the low quantum efficiency in the THz
region. One approach to overcome this problem is the use of
surface plasmons to enhance THz radiation absorption in
the active layer of the structure.
Also quantum well (QW) and quantum dot (QD) struc−
tures are used in fabrication of THz detectors. In general,
quantum dot infrared photodetectors (QDIPs) are similar to
quantum well infrared photodetectors (QWIPs) but with the
quantum wells replaced by quantum dots, which have size
confinement in all spatial directions.
The energy position of QD (also QW) level essentially
depends on geometrical sizes and even one monolayer varia−
tion of the size can significantly affect the energy of optical
transition. Fluctuations of the geometrical parameters result
in corresponding fluctuation of the quantum level over the
array of dots. Random fluctuations also affect the density of
states on nonuniform array of QDs.
Figure 22(a) shows the schematic layers of a QWIP and
a QDIP. In both cases, the detection mechanism is based on
the intraband photoexcitation of electrons from confined
states in the conduction band wells or dots into the continu−
um. The emitted electrons drift towards the collector in the
electric field provided by the applied bias, and photocurrent
is created. It is assumed, that the potential profile at the con−

Fig. 21. p−type IWIP structure: (a) schematic diagram and (b) band
diagram showing the valence band profiles of the structure under an
electric field. The work function D is also indicated.

Fig. 22. Schematic layers of QWIP and QDIP (a) and potential pro−
file for both structures under bias and (b). For QDIP, influence of
wetting layer is neglected (after Ref. 91).
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duction band edge along the growth direction for both struc−
ture have a similar shape as shown in Fig. 22(b). In fact,
however, the potential distribution in the QW (QD) region is
sag down to provide higher electric field from the emitter at
least in several periods of structure.
The quantum well AlGaAs/GaAs structures are mainly
grown by MBE on semi−insulating GaAs substrate [see Fig.
23(a)]. At present, GaAs substrates are available with dia−
meter up to 8 inch, however, in QWIP processing lines are
typically used 4 inch substrates. Process technology starts
with epitaxial growth of structure with a periodic array of
Si−doped (Nd »1018 cm–3) GaAs quantum wells and sequen−
tial growth of an etch−stop layer (usually AlGaAs) used for
substrate removal. The QWIP active region is sandwiched
between two n−type GaAs contact layers about 1–μm−thick
(also heavily doped to Nd »1018 cm–3), and an etch stop fol−
lowed by a sacrificial layer for the grating. For optical cou−
pling, usually 2D reflective diffraction gratings are fabri−
cated. Further process technology includes etching mesas
through the superlattice to the bottom contact layer, fol−
lowed by ohmic contacts to the n+−doped GaAs contact lay−
ers. These steps can be accomplished using wet chemical or
dray etching techniques. In selective etching, usually ion
beam etching is practical for pattering the grating coupler
into each pixel.
The self−assembling method for fabricating QDs has
been recognized as one of the most promising methods for
forming QDs. In the crystal growth of highly lattice−mis−
matched materials system, self−assembling formation of na−

nometer−scale 3D islands has been reported. The lattice mis−
match between a QD and the matrix is the fundamental driv−
ing force of self−assembling. In(Ga)As on GaAs is the most
commonly used material system because lattice mismatched
can be controlled by the In alloy ratio up to about 7%.
In a vertical QDIP [Fig. 23(b)], the photocurrent is col−
lected through the vertical transport of carriers between top
and bottom contacts. The device heterostructure comprises
repeated InAs QD layers buried between GaAs barriers with
top and bottom contact layers at active region boundaries.
The mesa height can vary from 1 to 4 μm depending on the
device heterostructure. The quantum dots are directly doped
(usually with silicon) in order to provide free carriers during
photoexcitation, and an AlGaAs barrier can be included in
the vertical device heterostructure in order to block dark
current created by thermionic emission.

Fig. 23. Schematic diagram of QWIP (a) and QDIP (b).

Fig. 24. Schematic diagram of thermal detector.
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6.2. Thermal detectors
The second class of detectors is composed of thermal detec−
tors. In a thermal detector, shown schematically in Fig. 24,
the incident radiation is absorbed to change the material
temperature, and the resultant change in some physical pro−
perty is used to generate an electrical output. The detector is
suspended on lags, which are connected to the heat sink.
The signal does not depend upon the photonic nature of the
incident radiation. Thus, thermal effects are generally wave−
length independent (see Fig. 19), the signal depends upon
the radiant power (or its rate of change) but not upon its
spectral content. Since the radiation can be absorbed in
a black surface coating, the spectral response can be very
broad. Attention is directed toward three approaches which
have found the greatest utility in infrared technology, name−
ly, bolometers, pyroelectric and thermoelectric effects. In
pyroelectric detectors, a change in the internal electrical
polarization is measured, whereas in the case of thermistor
bolometers a change in the electrical resistance is measured.
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Fig. 25. Temperature dependence of resistance of three bolometer
material types.
Fig. 26. Trade−off between sensitivity and response time of un−
cooled thermal imaging systems (after Ref. 92).

Usually, bolometer is a thin, blackened flake or slab,
whose impedance is highly temperature dependent. Bolome−
ters may be divided into several types. The most commonly
used are the metal, the thermistor, and the semiconductor
bolometers. A fourth type is the superconducting bolometer.
This bolometer operates on a conductivity transition in
which the resistance changes dramatically over the transi−
tion temperature range. Figure 25 shows schematically the
temperature dependence of resistance of different types of
bolometers.
In the simplest representation of the thermal detector
shown in Fig. 24, the detector is represented by an absorb−
ing element with the heat capacity Cth, which converts the
incident radiation to heat, and which is attached to a heat
sink (thermal reservoir) at the temperature TS via the thermal
conductance Gth. In the absence of a radiation input, the
average temperature of the detector is constant, although it
exhibits a fluctuation about this value. When the radiation
input power P, is received by the detector, the temperature
TB of absorbing element initially increases with time at the
rate dTB/dt = P/Cth and approaches the limiting value TB =
TS + P/Gth with the thermal time constant tth = Cth/Gth.
When the radiation is turned off, it relaxes back to TS with
the time constant tth. Thermal detectors are frequently used
to give a periodic response to a signal which is modulated at
the frequency »1/tth.
The key trade−off with respect to conventional uncooled
thermal detectors is between sensitivity and response time.
The detector sensitivity is often expressed by noise equiva−
lent temperature (NEDT) represented by the temperature
change, for incident radiation, that gives an output signal
equal to the rms noise level. The thermal conductance is an
extremely important parameter, since NEDT is proportional
to (Gth)1/2, but the thermal response time of the detector tth,
is inversely proportional to Gth. Therefore, a change in ther−
mal conductance due to improvements in material process−
ing technique improves sensitivity at the expense of time
response. Typical calculations of the trade−off between
NEDT and time response carried out in Ref. 92 are shown in
Fig. 26.
Opto−Electron. Rev., 19, no. 3, 2011

If the NEDT is dominated by a noise source that is pro−
portional to Gth, what has the place when Johnson and 1/f
noises are dominated, and since tth = Cth/Gth, then the figure
of merit given by
FOM = NEDT  t th ,

(17)

can be introduced for long wavelength IR bolometers [93].
Users are interested not only in the sensitivity, but also in
their thermal time constants and the FOM, described by
Eq. (17), recognizes the tradeoffs between thermal time
constant and sensitivity. Figure 27 shows the dependence of
NEDT on thermal time constant for two NEDT×tth pro−
ducts.
Many types of thermal detectors operated in LWIR and
far−IR regions (including bolometers, pyroelectric detectors
and Golay cells) are also used in THz band. The operation
principles of thermal detectors are described in many books;
see e.g., Refs. 94–96 and briefly described in Table 5.
Bolometers, as other thermal devices, for a long time
were treated traditionally as slow devices. In many applica−
tions, their performance is limited by a trade−off between
speed and sensitivity. For conventional uncooled microbo−
lometers, operated in the wavelength range 10–100 μm at

Fig. 27. Calculated microbolometer NEDT and the thermal time
constant tth, for two NEDT×tth products (after Ref. 93).
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Table 5. Thermal detectors.
Mode
of operation

Schematic of detector

Operation and properties

Bolometer
Metal
Semiconductor
Superconductor
Hot electron

The bolometer is a resistive element constructed from a material with
a very small thermal capacity and large temperature coefficient so that the
absorbed radiation produces a large change in resistance. The change in
resistance is like to the photoconductor, however, the basic detection
mechanisms are different. In the case of a bolometer, radiant power
produces heat within the material, which in turn produces the resistance
change. There is no direct photon−electron interaction.
Most bolometers in use today are of the thermistor type made from oxides
of manganese, cobalt, or nickel. Their construction is very rugged for
system applications. Some extremely sensitive low−temperature
semiconductor and superconductor bolometers are used in THz region.

Pyroelectric
detector

The pyroelectric detector can be considered as a small capacitor with two
conducting electrodes mounted perpendicularly to the direction of
spontaneous polarization. During incident radiation, the change in
polarization appears as a charge on the capacitor and a current is
generated, the magnitude of which depends on the temperature rise and
the pyroelectrical coefficient of the material. The signal, however, must
be chopped or modulated. The detector sensitivity is limited either by
amplifier noise or by loss−tangent noise. Response speed can be
engineered making pyroelectric detectors useful for fast laser pulse
detection, however with proportional decrease in sensitivity.

Golay cell

The Golay cell consists of a hermetically sealed container filled with gas
(usually xenon for its low thermal conductivity) and arranged, so that
expansion of the gas under heating by a photon signal distorts a flexible
membrane on which a mirror is mounted. The movement of the mirror is
used to deflect a beam of light shining on a photocell and so, producing
a change in the photocell current as the output. In modern Golay cells, the
photocell is replaced by a solid state photodiode and light emitting diode
is used for illumination. The performance of the Golay cell is only limited
by the temperature noise associated with the thermal exchange between
the absorbing film and the detector gas, consequently the detector can be
extremely sensitive with D* »3×109 cmHz1/2W–1, and responsivities of
105 to 106 V/W. The response time is quite long, typically 15 msec.

room temperature, the typical value of heat capacity is about
of 2×10–9 J/K (for bolometer with dimensions 50×50×0.5
μm) and thermal conductance of 10–7 W/K (a−Si or VOx
bolometers). Both parameters define the time constant tth,
equal to about 20 ms. The upper NEP limit of thermal detec−
tor defines intrinsic temperature fluctuation noise [see Eq.
(1)]. Then, the upper limit of NEP for a bolometer, limited
only by radiation exchange with the environment, is NEPR
»2.7×10 –13 W/Hz 1/2. The upper limit value of NEP R
»1.7×10–19 W/Hz1/2 can be achieved only at the expense of
large t values (t »3.5×104 s) [23].
Whenever a pyroelectric crystal undergoes a change of
temperature, surface charge is produced in a particular di−
rection as a result of the change in its spontaneous pola−
rization with temperature. The choice of pyroelectric mate−
rials is not an obvious one as it will depend on many fac−
tors including the size of the detector required, the operat−
ing temperature and the frequency of operation. An ideal
material should have large pyroelectric coefficient, low
dielectric constant, low dielectric loss and low volume spe−
cific heat. The possibility of satisfying these requirements
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in a single material is not promising. While it is generally
true that a large pyroelectric coefficient and a small dielec−
tric constant are desirable, it is also true that these two
parameters are not independently adjustable. Thus, we find
that materials having a high pyroelectric coefficient also
have a high dielectric constant, and materials having a low
dielectric constant also have a low pyroelectric coefficient.
This means that different detector−preamplifier sizes and
configurations will be optimized with different materials
[98,99].

7. Schottky barrier diodes
In spite of achievements of other kind of detectors for THz
waveband (mainly SIS, HEBs, and TESs), the Schottky bar−
rier diodes (SBDs) are among the basic elements in THz
technologies. They are used either in direct detection and as
nonlinear elements in heterodyne receiver mixers operating
in temperature range of 4–300 K [1,5,23,24,48,58,100]. The
cryogenically cooled SBDs were used in mixers preferably
in the 1980−s and the early 1990−s and then they have been
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replaced widely by SIS or HEB mixers [12], in which mix−
ing processes are similar to that observed in SBDs, but, e.g.,
in SIS structures, the rectification process is based on quan−
tum−mechanical photon−assisted tunnelling of quasipartic−
les (electrons).
Analysis of the state of the art in the development of
SBDs and mixers for THz receivers is carried out, e.g., in
Refs. 5, 58, and 100. The nonlinearity of SBD I−V charac−
teristic (the current increases exponentially with the
applied voltage) is the prerequisite for mixing to occur. In
the presence of a THz electric field, one can consider four
groups of electron components: thermionic emission, tun−
nelling through the barrier, and generation−recombination
inside or outside the depletion region marked as 1, 2, 3,
and 4 in Fig. 28. In THz mixer diodes, the last two compo−
nents can be neglected, because there are almost no holes
available for recombination. The electrons of group I (see
energy distribution of electrons inside Fig. 26) move
toward the barrier where they are reflected or tunnel. Only
the current generated by the electrons of group II affects
THz electric field [101]. When the voltage generated by
the THz field is close to its maximum value, electrons are
able to cross the barrier; when the voltage is at its mini−
mum – the electrons cannot cross the barrier. The electrons
of this group suffer from transit time effects. Within half
a period of the THz field, they have to transverse the deple−
tion layer in order to cross the barrier. Such effects as skin
effect, charge inertia, dielectric relaxation, and plasma re−
sonance, lead to degradation of the detector performance.
At THz frequencies, the noise due to series resistance and
hot electrons dominates over shot noise. However, cooling
of the diode lowers this noise.
Historically, first Schottky−barrier structures were poin−
ted contacts of tapered metal wires (e.g., a tungsten needle)
with a semiconductor surface (the so−called crystal detec−
tors). Widely used were, e.g., contacts p−Si/W. At the ope−
ration temperature T = 300 K, they have NEP »4×10–10
W/Hz1/2. Also pointed tungsten or beryllium bronze con−
tacts to n−Ge, n−GaAs, n−InSb were used (see, e.g., Refs.

Fig. 28. Four basic transport processes in forward−biased Schottky
barrier on an n−type semiconductor: 1 – thermionic emission, 2 –
tunnelling current, and generation−recombination current inside (3)
and outside (4) the depletion region.
Opto−Electron. Rev., 19, no. 3, 2011

102 and 103). In the mid 1960s, Young and Irvin developed
the first lithographically defined GaAs Schottky diodes for
high frequency applications [104]. Their basic diode struc−
ture was next replicated by a variety of groups. The basic
whiskered diode structure, depicted in Fig. 29(a), greatly
improved the quality of the diode due to inherently low
capacity of the wicker contact. The pointed metal wire has
a tip diameter of about 0.5 μm and contacts a single anode in
the array. The metal anodes are about 0.2 μm where they
contact the GaAs surface which is located below the silicon
dioxide passivation layer. A tipped metal whisker provides
the electrical contact to the anode and serves as a long wire
antenna to couple in an external radiation.
The SBD structure shown in Fig. 29(a) is similar to the
so−called “honeycomb” diode chip design, first produced by
Young and Irvin in 1965 [104,107]. This design has been
the most important steps toward a practical Schottky diode
mixer for THz frequency applications, with several thou−
sand diodes on a single chip and where parasitic losses such
as the series resistance and the shunt capacitance are mini−
mized. On highly doped GaAs substrate (»5×1018 cm–3)
with an ohmic contact on the back side, a thin GaAs epi−
taxial layer, with a thickness of 300 nm to 1 μm, is grown on
the top of the substrate. Holes filled with a metal (Pt) in the
SiO2 insulating layer on top of the epitaxial layer define the
anode area (0.25–1 μm) [108]. In order to couple the signal

Fig. 29. GaAs Schottky barrier whisker contacted diode: (a) SEM
image of a contacted chip used up to 5 THz (after Ref. 105) and (b)
cross−section with equivalent circuit of the junction (after Ref. 106).
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and the LO radiation to the mixer, a long−wire antenna in a
90° corner−cube reflector is used [109,110]. The required
LO power ranges from 1 to 10 mW.
Cross−section of whisker SBD with the equivalent cir−
cuit of the junction is shown in Fig. 29(b). In heterodyne
operation, mixing occurs in the nonlinear junction resis−
tance Rj. The diode series resistance Rs, and the voltage−de−
pendent junction capacitance Cj are parasitic elements
which degrade the performance.
Due to limitation of whisker technology, such as con−
straints on design and repeatability, starting in the 1980’s,
the efforts were made to produce planar Schottky diodes.
Nowadays, the whisker diodes are almost completely re−
placed by planar diodes. In the case of the discrete diode
chip, the diodes are flip−chip mounted into the circuit with
either solder or conductive epoxy. Using advanced techno−
logy elaborated recently, the diodes are integrated with
many passive circuit elements (impedance matching, filters
and waveguide probes) onto the same substrate [105]. By
improving the mechanical arrangement and reducing loss,
the planar technology is pushed well beyond 300 GHz up to
several THz. For example, Fig. 30 shows photographs of
a bridged Schottky diode and a four−Schottky diodes’ chip
arrayed in a balanced configuration to increase power han−
dling. The air−bridged fingers replace the now obsolete
whisker contact.
Schottky diode mixers in a waveguide configuration
have an improved coupling efficiency compared to the open
structure mount. To overcome a large shunt capacitance
caused by the coplanar contact pads, a surface channel

diode, shown in Fig. 31(a), was proposed [112]. The planar
diode soldered onto a microstrip circuit (e.g., a thin quartz
substrate) is mounted into a waveguide mixer block. The
required LO power is about 1 mW. For mixers operating at
»600 GHz, double−sideband (DSB) noise temperature is
about 1000 K. To eliminate losses, caused by support (influ−
ence of surface modes), fabrication of Schottky diodes on
thin membrane was developed [113]. In this approach, the
diodes are integrated with the matching circuit and most of
the GaAs substrate is removed from the chip and the entire
circuit is fabricated on the remaining GaAs membrane. Fi−
gure 31(b) shows an example of this type of SBD with 3−μm
thick membrane in a 600×1400 μm 2 GaAs frame.
The current−voltage characteristic of Schottky barrier
junction for the bias voltage values V > 3kT/q, can be appro−
ximated by

Fig. 30. Photographs of a bridged Schottky diode (a) (after Ref. 111)
and a four−Schottky diodes’ chip arrayed in a balanced configura−
tion to increase power handling (b) (after Ref. 105).

Fig. 31. Designs of planar Schottky diodes: (a) a surface channel de−
sign for frequencies below 1 THz (after Ref. 110), and (b) a GaAs
Schottky diode on a membrane (after Ref. 113).
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J MSt = J st exp

V
,
Vo

(18)

where the device slop parameter Vo = kT/q. Differentiating
Eq. (18) we can obtain the junction resistance
Rj =
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The parasitic parameters Rs and Cj define diode critical
frequency called also cut−off frequency
n C = ( 2R S C j ) 1 ,

(20)

which should be notably higher compared to operation fre−
quency.
The junction space−charge capacitance can be approxi−
mated by [114]
C j (V ) =

eA
eA
3 .
w
d

(21)

Here e is the semiconductor permittivity, A and d are the
anode area and the diameter, respectively, and w is the
depletion region thickness dependent on the carrier density,
diffusion potential and bias. The second term is the periphe−
ral capacitance. The junction capacitance is voltage depend−
ent as depletion region depends on the bias applied. The
specific capacity as a rule is not less than C »10–7 F/cm2.
To achieve good performance at high frequencies, the
diode area should be small. Reducing junction area one re−
duces junction capacities to increase operating frequency. But
at the same time one increases the series resistance. The state−
−of−the−art devices have anode diameters about 0.25 μm and
capacitances 0.25 fF. For high−frequency operation, the GaAs
layers are doped up to n »(5–10)×1017 cm–3 [5,106,115].
In the lower frequency range (n < »0.1 THz), the opera−
tion of Schottky barrier diodes is well understood and could
be described by mixer theories taking into account Schottky
diode stray parameters (variable−capacitance and series
resistance). In the THz range, however, the design and per−
formance of the devices becomes increasingly complex. At
higher frequencies there appear several parasitic mecha−
nisms credit with not only, e.g., skin effect, but also with
high−frequency processes in semiconductor material such as
carrier scattering, carrier transit time through the barrier,
dielectric relaxation, etc., which become important.
Figure 32 presents frequency dependent voltage sensi−
tivity characteristic of SBDs at room temperature. VDI
offers zero biased detectors with full waveguide band opera−
tion, high sensitivity, and high responsivity for a variety of
THz applications [see Fig. 32(a)]. Planar construction yields
a mechanically robust design. Figure 32(b) compares experi−
mental data with theoretical prediction for diodes with dif−
ferent anode shapes. The solid line shows the theoretical
dependence with allowance for the skin effect, the carrier
inertia, the plasma resonance in the epitaxial layer fpe and in
the substrate fps, the phonon absorption (ft and fl are the fre−
quencies of the transverse and longitudinal polar optical
phonons), and the transit effects. The dashed line shows the
same without allowance for the transit effect. The experi−
mental results are related to SBDs with different anode
shapes. A satisfactory agreement between the experiment
and the calculation takes place on the whole range of fre−
quency. Owing to the further improvement in the antenna,
the detector sensitivity presented in the figure was increased
by one order of magnitude – to approximately 350 V/W
Opto−Electron. Rev., 19, no. 3, 2011

Fig. 32. Dependence of SBD voltage sensitivity on radiation fre−
quency dependence for diodes: (a) produced by VDI, Virginia Dio−
de, Inc. (after Ref. 116) and (b) with different anode shapes – experi−
mental data are compared with theory (after Ref. 100).

near 1 THz. In the direct detection, SBDs reach NEP
»3×10–10–10–8 W/Hz1/2 at n = 891 GHz [100].
The typical Schottky diodes usually have high low−fre−
quency noise levels due to introduction of oxides, contami−
nants, and damage to the junction in the fabrication process.
More recently, an alternative method of Schottky barrier
formation has been elaborated by molecular beam epitaxy
(MBE) in−situ deposition of a semimetal on semiconductor
to reduce the imperfections that give rise to excess low−fre−
quency noise, particularly l/f noise. The semimetal used is
an ErAs film grown on Si−doped (In 0.53 Ga 0.47 As) 1–x
(In0.52Al0.48As)x on InP substrates – see Fig. 33 [117,118].
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same time, SBD receivers operation without cooling gives
opportunities for using SBD mixers in different mm and
sub−mm applications. Their sensitivity is quite suitable to be
used in mm wave spectrometers with moderate resolution
[120,121]. Superconducting mixers typically require micro−
watt LO powers, which is roughly 3–4 orders of magnitude
lower than their SBD predecessors. As a result, a broader
range of LO sources can be used. The technologies being
used or investigated include diode multipliers, lasers and
optoelectronics, and “vacuum tube” oscillators such as kly−
strons, including novel nano−fabricated versions.

8. Extrinsic detectors

Fig. 33. Epitaxial layer structure of the ErAs detector scaled to mi−
cron size in a planer flip chip structure (after Ref. 117).

ErAs is a semimetal with the rock salt crystal structure and a
lattice constant of 5.74 . This is close enough to both
GaAs (5.65 ) and InP (5.87 ) so that, high−quality epi−
taxial films (up to 75 ) of ErAs can be grown by MBE on
either substrate, or on InxAl1–x–yGayAs films lattice matched
to InP. The performance of the ErAs detector can be varied
by controlling the Al percentage in the InAlGaAs Schottky
layer. This results in the modification of the Schottky barrier
height from approximately –0.05eV to 0.45eV in a highly
controlled manner. The noise equivalent power (NEP) for
these detectors at 639 GHz reach 4×10–12 W/Hz1/2, what is
about two orders of magnitude better that for typical GaAs
Schottky diodes (see Fig. 34). A goal of terahertz imaging
focal−plane technology (TIFT) programme provided by
DARPA is improvement in NEP value to about 10–12
W/Hz1/2 [119].
The heterodyne SBD receivers are worse compared to
cooled HEB receivers and SIS mixers (see Fig. 15). At the

Historically, an extrinsic photoconductor detector based on
germanium was the first extrinsic photodetector. After it,
photodetectors based on silicon and other semiconductor
materials, such as GaAs or GaP, have appeared [86].
Extrinsic photodetectors are used in a wide range of the
IR spectrum extending from a few μm to approximately 300
μm. They are the principal detectors operating in the range l
> 20 μm. The spectral range of particular photodetectors is
determined by the doping impurity and by the material into
which it is introduced. For the shallowest impurities in
GaAs, the long wavelength cutoff of photoresponse is
around 300 μm. Detectors, based on silicon and germanium,
have found the widest application as compared with extrin−
sic photodetectors on other materials.
Research and development of extrinsic IR photodetec−
tors have been ongoing for more than 50 years [122,123]. In
the 1950s and 1960s, germanium could be made purer than
silicon; doped Si then needed more compensation than
doped Ge and was characterized by shorter carrier lifetimes
than extrinsic germanium. Today, the problems with pro−
ducing pure Si have been largely solved, with the exception
of boron contamination [124]. Si has several advantages
over Ge; for example, three orders of magnitude higher
impurity solubilities are attainable, hence thinner detectors
with better spatial resolution can be fabricated from silicon.
Si has lower dielectric constant than Ge, and the related
device technology of Si has now been more thoroughly
developed, including contacting methods, surface passi−
vation and mature MOS and CCD technologies. Moreover,
Si detectors are characterized by superior hardness in
nuclear radiation environments.

8.1. Extrinsic germanium photoconductors

Fig. 34. Comparison of NEP values of several room−temperature
THz detectors (after Ref. 119).
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Silicon detectors have largely supplanted germanium ex−
trinsic detectors for both high and low background applica−
tions where comparable spectral response can be obtained.
However, for wavelengths longer than 40 μm there are no
appropriate shallow dopants for silicon; therefore germa−
nium devices are still of interest for very long wavelengths.
Germanium photoconductors have been used in a variety of
infrared astronomical experiments, both airborne and space−
−based. As an example of the space application is
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Fig. 35. Relative spectral response of some germanium extrinsic
photoconductors (after Ref. 127).

ISOPHOT, the photometer for ESA’s infrared space obser−
vatory (ISO), which uses extrinsic photoconductors at the
wavelength ranging from 3 to more than 200 μm [125]. The
highly successful IRAS mission marks the beginning of
modern, far infrared photoconductor research and develop−
ment [126]. Very shallow donors, such as Sb, and acceptors,
such as B, In or Ga, provide cut−off wavelengths in the
region of 100 μm. Figure 35 shows the spectral response of
the extrinsic germanium photoconductors doped with Zn,
Be, Ga and of stressed gallium doped germanium [127].
Despite a large amount of effort, recently in the develop−
ment of very sensitive thermal detectors, germanium photo−
conductors remain the most sensitive detectors for wave−
length shorter than 240 μm.
The achievement of low NEP values in the range of
a few parts 10–17 WHz–1/2 (see Table 6, Ref. 128) was made
possible by advances in crystal growth development and
control the residual minority impurities down to 1010 cm–3
in a doped crystal [129,130]. As a result, a high lifetime and
mobility value and thus a higher photoconductive gain have
been obtained.
Ge:Be photoconductors cover the spectral range from
»30 to 50 μm. Beryllium, a double acceptor in Ge with
energy levels at Ev + 24.5 meV and Ev + 58 meV, poses spe−
cial doping problems because of its strong oxygen affinity.

Be doping concentrations of 5×1014 cm–3 to 1×1015 cm–3
give significant photon absorption in 0.5–1 mm thick detec−
tors, while at the same time keeping dark currents caused by
hopping conduction at levels as low as a few tens of elec−
trons per second. Ge:Be detectors with responsivities > 10
A/W at l = 42 μm and quantum efficiency 46% have been
reported at low background [129].
Ge:Ga photoconductors are the best low background
photon detectors for the wavelength range from 40 to 120
μm. Since the absorption coefficient for a material is given
by the product of the photoionization cross−section and the
doping concentration, it is generally desirable to maximize
this concentration. The practical limit occurs when the con−
centration is so high that impurity band conduction results
in excessive dark current. For Ge:Ga, the onset of impurity
banding occurs at approximately 2×1014 cm–3, resulting in
an absorption coefficient of only 2 cm–1 and typical values
of quantum efficiency range from 10% to 20% [131]. Con−
sequently, the detectors must either have long physical
absorption path lengths or be mounted in an integrating
cavity.
However, there are a number of problems with the use of
germanium. For example, to control dark current the mate−
rial must be lightly doped and therefore absorption lengths
become long (typically 3–5 mm). Because the diffusion
lengths are also large (typically 250–300 μm), pixel dimen−
sions of 500–700 μm are required to minimize crosstalk. In
space applications, large pixels imply higher hit rates for
cosmic radiation. This in turn implies very low readout
noise for arrays operated in low background limit, what is
difficult to achieve for large pixels with large capacitance
and large noise. A solution is using the shortest possible
exposure time. Due to small energy band gap, the germa−
nium detectors must operated well below the silicon
“freeze−out” range – typically at liquid helium temperature.
Application of uniaxial stress along the [100] axis of
Ge:Ga crystals reduces the Ga acceptor binding energy,
extending the cutoff wavelength to »240 μm [132,133]. At
the same time, the operating temperature must be reduced to
less than 2 K. In making practical use of this effect, it is
essential to apply and maintain very uniform and controlled
pressure to the detector so that the entire detector volume is

Table 6. Status summary of Ge IR detectors for low−background applications (after Ref. 128).
Detector
Ge:Li
Ge:Cu
a

Ge:Be

Ge:Ga
a

Ge:Ga

a(s)b

Ge:Ga

(DE)opt
(meV)

lp
(μm)

lc (T)
μm (K)

9.98

125 (calc)

43.21

23

29.5 (4.2)

24.81

39

11.32

h (lp)
(%)

(phcm–2s–1)

NEP(l;T;f )
(WHz–1/2)

l (μm);
T (K); f (Hz)

8×108

1.2×10–16

(120;2;13)

50

5×1010

1.0×10–15

(12;4.2;1)

50.5 (4.2)

100b

1.9×1010

1.8×10–16

(43;3.8;20)

94

114 (3)

34

6.1×109

5.0×10–17

(94;3;150)

11.32

94

114 (3)

~100b

5.1×109

2.4×10–17

(94;3;150)

~6

150

193 (2)

73b

2.2×1010

5.7×10–17

(150;2;150)

B

aResults
b(s):

obtained with an integrating cavity.
stress = 6.6×103 kgcm–2.
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placed under stress without exceeding its breaking strength
at any point. A number of mechanical stress modules have
been developed. The stressed Ge:Ga photoconductor sys−
tems have found a wide range of astronomical and astro−
physical applications [134–139].
The standard planar hybrid architecture, commonly used
to construct near and mid−infrared focal−plane arrays [86], is
not suitable for far IR detectors where readout glow, lack of
efficient heat dissipation, and thermal mismatch between
the detector and the readout could potentially limit their per−
formance. Usually, the THz arrays have a modular design
with many modules stacked together to form a 2−dimen−
sional array.
The Infrared Astronomical Satellite (IRAS), the Infrared
Space Observatory (ISO), and for the far−infrared channels
the Spitzer−Space Telescope (Spitzer) have all used bulk
germanium photoconductors. In Spitzer mission, a 32×32−
−pixel Ge:Ga unstressed array was used for the 70−μm band,
while the 160 μm band had a 2×20 array of stressed detec−
tors. The detectors are configured in, the so−called, Z−plane
to indicate that the array has substantial size in the third
dimension. The poor absorption of the Ge:Ga detector mate−
rial requires that the detectors in this array are huge – 2 mm
long. Due to the long absorption path in germanium, the
detectors are illuminated edge−wise with transverse con−
tacts, and the readouts are hidden behind them, what is
shown in Fig. 36.
An innovative integral field spectrometer, called the
field imaging far−infrared line spectrometer (FIFI−LS) that
produces a 5×5 pixel image with 16 spectral resolution ele−
ments per pixel in each two bands was constructed at the
Max Planck Institut für Extraterrestrische Physik under the
direction of Albrecht Poglitsch. This array, shown in
Fig. 37, was developed for the Herschel Space Observatory
and SOFIA [138,139]. To accomplish this, the instrument
has two 16×25 Ge:Ga arrays, unstressed for the 45–110 μm
range and stressed for the 110 to 210 μm range. The low−
−stressed blue detectors have a mechanical stress on the pix−
els which is reduced to about 10% of the level needed for
the long−wavelength response of the red detectors. Each

Fig. 36. The Spitzer Space Telescope 70−μm array design of a 4×32
module of the edge−illuminated detectors. Eight such modules are
stacked to create the full 32×32 array, which covers the wavelength
range 50–110 μm (after Ref. 138).

detector pixel is stressed in its own subassembly, and a sig−
nal wire is routed to preamplifiers housed nearby what obvi−
ously limits this type of array to much smaller formats than
they are available without this constraints.
The photodetector array camera and spectrometer
(PACS) is one of the three science instruments on ESA’s far
infrared and sub−millimetre observatory – Herschel Space
Laboratory. Apart from two Ge:Ga photoconductor arrays
(stressed and unstressed) with 16×25 pixels, each, it em−
ploys two filled silicon bolometer arrays with 16×32 and
32×64 pixels, respectively, to perform integral−field spec−

Fig. 37. PACS photoconductor focal plane array. The 25 stressed and low−stress modules of PACS instrument (corresponding to 25 spatial
pixels) in the red and blue arrays are integrated into their housing (after Ref. 140).
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Fig. 38. Effective spectral response of the filter/detector chain of the
PACS photometer in its three bands (after Ref. 141).

troscopy and imaging photometry in the 60–210 μm wave−
length regime. Figure 38 shows the spectral response of the
filter/detector chain of the PACS photometer in its three
bands. Median NEP values are 8.9×10–18 W/Hz1/2 for the
stressed and 2.1×10–17 W/Hz1/2 for the unstressed detectors,
respectively. The detectors are operated at ~1.65 K. The
readout electronics is integrated into the detector modules –
each linear module of 16 detectors is read out by a cryogenic
amplifier/multiplexer circuit in CMOS technology but ope−
rates at temperature 3–5K.
Far−infrared photoconductor arrays suffer from the stan−
dard bulk photoconductor photometric issues. Especially
germanium detectors have complicated responses that affect
calibration, observing strategies and data analysis in low
background applications. The devices operate at very low
bias voltages and even small changes in the operating points
of amplifiers can result in unacceptable bias changes on the
detectors. More details can be found in Ref. 142.
As is mentioned above, the standard hybrid focal plane
array (FPA) architecture is not generally suitable for far−IR
arrays (although also this architecture is used, Ref. 143) pri−
marily because glow from the readout is sensed by the
detector, degrading its performance. In response, a new lay−
ered−hybrid structure was introduced to alleviate these prob−
lems and make possible the construction of large format
far−IR FPAs (see Fig. 39) [144,145]. In this design, an inter−
mediate substrate is placed between the detector and the
readout, which is pixelized on both sides in a format identi−
cal to that of the array and the electrical contact between
corresponding pixel pads are made through embedded vias.
The substrate material must be chosen to have sufficient
IR−blocking property, high thermal conductivity, and an
expansion coefficient that is between that of germanium and
silicon. Alumina (Al2O3) and aluminium nitrite (AlN) have
these properties and are possible choices as substrate mate−
rials. Blocking of the readout glow from reaching the detec−
tor, provide more efficient heat dissipation, improve tem−
perature uniformity across the array, and mitigate the ther−
mal mismatch between the detector and the readout. In addi−
Opto−Electron. Rev., 19, no. 3, 2011

Fig. 39. The layered−hybrid design suitable for large format far IR
and sub−mm arrays.

tion, the substrate serves as a fanout board providing a sim−
ple and robust way to connect the FPA to the external elec−
tronics with no additional packaging requirement. Figure 40
shows an assembled Ge:Sb FPA (lc »130 μm) using the lay−
ered−hybrid architecture. For low bias voltage photoconduc−
tor operated at low temperatures, a capacitive transimpe−
dance amplifier (CTIA) design offers an effective readout
solution. It is predicted that using this structure, very large
format FPAs with sensitivities better than 10–18 W/Hz1/2
could be realized, fulfilling the technology goals of the
upcoming astronomical instruments.

8.2. Another extrinsic detectors
Nowadays, the promise of a new generation of large format
far−IR detector arrays seems to be attainable using another
material system. Silicon−based BIB detectors doped with

Fig. 40. The fully assembled layered−hybrid Ge:Sb FPA (lc »130
μm) with SB349 readout (CTIA readout). The readout side is
shown; the detector is located on the other side of the fanout board
(after Ref. 145).
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arsenic and antimony have the materials of choice for astro−
nomical detectors at the wavelengths from 5 μm to 40 μm.
Conventionally designed and processed Si:As BIB detec−
tors have a cut−off wavelength of about 28 μm, but wave−
length extension to approximately 50 μm is possible [146].
Attempts have been also made to provide a similar direct
detector technology for operation in the far−IR by switching
from silicon to a semiconductor material that would provide
a shallower impurity band [147]. Both Ge−based and GaAs−
−based BIB systems have been attempted, with greater suc−
cess achieved in germanium [148]. However, the smaller
binding energy of shallow donors in GaAs compared to Ge
results in response at wavelengths exceeding 300 μm
without uniaxial stress.
Among THz low−temperature cooled detectors there
exist many publications about the possibility of using
Pb1–xSnxTe:In (x »0.25, In content is about 2 atomic %)
photoconductors as THz detectors in the range of 1 THz
[23,24,149–154]. Persistent photoresponse with current res−
ponsivity about 103 A/W at 40 mV bias and integration time
»1 s at the wavelengths of 90 μm and 116 μm has been
observed in Pb0.25Sn0.75Te:In photoconductors [149]. This
value is larger by a factor of about 100 than the responsivity
of the Ge:Ga photoconductor in the same conditions of the
experiments (T »4 K, detectors protected from the back−
ground radiation). The photoresponse signals were obser−
ved at wavelengths up to 337 μm [151]; it is one of the high−
est cut−off wavelengths observed so far for extrinsic semi−
conductor photodetectors.
Investigation of III−group doped impurity states in nar−
row−gap IV−VI alloys based on the lead telluride semicon−
ductors has begun in the early 1970’s. The persistent photo−
conductivity effects observed in these materials are analo−
gous to the features of III−V and II−VI semiconductors with
the DX−centres [155]. It was shown that in the group of
III−doped IV−VI semiconductors at low temperatures, T <<
Tc, photoconductivity relaxation consists of two compo−

nents: the “fast” one (varies between 1 ms and 1 s) and the
slow one, which may exceed 105 s [156]. The Tc value is
about 25 K for indium−doped and about 80 K for the
Ga−doped materials.
The persistent photoconductivity induced by THz radia−
tion in Pb1–xSnxTe:In alloys at low temperatures is clearly
connected with the existence of a barrier between the loca−
lized deep and free electron states, as it is observed in other
semiconductors at shorter wavelengths. The evidence of
such a barrier in IV−VI semiconductors with deep impurities
is also become apparent by current instabilities like Gunn
effect, but with much lower frequency of oscillations [157].

9. Pair braking photon detectors
One of the methods of photon detection consists in using
superconductivity materials. If the temperature is far below
the transition temperature Tc, most of electrons in them are
banded into Cooper pairs. Photons with energies exceeding
the binding Cooper pair energies in superconductor 2D
(each electron must be supplied with the energy D), can
break these pairs producing quasiparticles (electrons) [see
inside of Fig. 41(a)]. This process resembles the interband
absorption in semiconductors, with the energy gap equal to
2D, when under the photons absorbed the electron−hole
pares are created. One of the advantages of these detectors is
that the fundamental noise due to the random generation and
recombination of thermal quasiparticles decreases exponen−
tially with temperature as exp(–D/kBT) [158]. The best SSB
noise temperature Tn, that can be gained is kBTn  hn/h. With
h = 1 the quantum limit can be achieved but it never can be
overcome [159]. In pair breaking detectors, it is possible to
get h  1 and thus one can approach nearly the quantum
operation limit (see Fig. 15).
The superconductor tunnel junction (STJ) is used to let
quasiparticles pass through the junction and to separate off
the Copper pairs. First proposition of pair−breaking detector

Fig. 41. SIS junction: (a) energy diagram with applied bias voltage and illustration of photon assisted tunnelling and (b) current−voltage char−
acteristic of a non−irradiated and irradiated barrier. The intensity of the incident radiation is measured as an excess of the current at the certain
bias voltage Vo. Schematic creation of quasiparticle is shown inside (a).
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with STJ was made in the early 1960s [160]. Next, several
structures of pair braking detectors which use different ways
to separate quasiparticles from Cooper pairs have been pro−
posed. Among them there are: superconductor−insula−
tor−superconductor (SIS) and superconductor−insulator−nor−
mal metal (SIN) detectors and mixers, radio frequency (RF)
kinetic inductance detectors, and superconducting quantum
interference device (SQUID) kinetic inductance detectors.
Superconducting detectors offer many benefits: outstanding
sensitivity, lithographic fabrication, and large array sizes,
especially through the development of multiplexing tech−
niques. The basics physics of these devices and recent prog−
ress in their developments are described in Ref. 12. Here,
we concentrate on the most important, SIS detectors.
The SIS detector is a sandwich of two superconductors
separated by a thin (»20 ) insulating, what is schematically
shown in Fig. 42. Nb and NbTiN are almost exclusively
used as superconductors for the electrodes. For a standard
junction process, the base electrode is 200−nm sputtered Nb,
the tunnel barrier is made using a thin 5−nm sputtered Al
layer which is either thermally oxidized (Al2O3) or plasma
nitridized (AlN). The counterelectrode is 100−nm sputtered
Nb or reactively sputtered NbTiN. Typical junction areas
are about 1 μm2. The entire SIS structure is deposited in
a single deposited run. The junction is defined by photolit−
hography or electron−beam lithography and reactive ion
etching of the counterelectrode. Finally, 200−nm thick ther−
mally evaporated SiO or sputtered SiO2 are deposited.
A SiOx layer insulates the junction and serves as the dielec−
tric for the wiring and RF tuning circuit on top of the
junction.
The SIS operation is based on photoassisted tunnelling
of quasi−particles through the insulating layer. Although the
physics of this effect was demonstrated and theoretically
explained already in the 1960s [161,162], it took almost two
decades to make use of the effect in a mixer [163,164].
Nowadays, SIS tunnel junctions are mainly used as mixers
in heterodyne type mm and sub−mm receivers because of
their strong non−linear I−V characteristic. They can be also
used as direct detection detectors [164,165]. Operating tem−
perature of SIS junctions is below 1 K, typically T  300
mK.
The SIS operation can be described by using the energy
band representation known for semiconductors. The states
below the energy gap are considered to be occupied, and
those above the gap are empty [Fig. 41(a)]. The curves indi−
cate the electron density of states. When the bias voltage Vb

Fig. 42. A cross section of a typical SIS junction.
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is applied to the junction, there is a relative energy shift of
qVb between the Fermi levels of the two superconductors. If
qVb is lower than the energy gap 2D, no current flows (elec−
trons may only tunnel into unoccupied states at the same
energy). However, if the junction is irradiated, photons of
the energy hn may assist the tunnelling, which now may
occur for qVb > 2D – hn.
The current−voltage characteristic of an SIS device is
shown in Fig. 41(b). When the bias voltage reaches the gap
voltage, a steep increase in the current occurs. At this parti−
cular voltage, the divergent densities of states of both super−
conductor layers cross, and Cooper pairs on one side of the
insulating layer break up into two electrons (quasi−parti−
cles). Next, these quasi−particles tunnel from one side of the
insulator to the other, where they recombine. A sharp onset
of normal tunnelling current is arising beyond a DC thresh−
old voltage equal to the superconductor energy gap 2D, and
this abrupt nonlinearity in the single−particle tunnelling is
used for mixing. The I−V nonlinearity is small; about few
tenths of a millivolt, and might be compared with the
nonlinearity of a Schottky diode (of the order of 1 mV).
However, the SIS nonlinearity at the gap voltage is substan−
tially less than the energy of THz photons and the classical
mixer theory cannot be applied. To explain possibility of
using SIS in THz detection, detailed description of mixing
theory including quantum effects is necessary [165].
Although the IF bandwidth of and SIS junction itself is
very large due to the inherently fast tunnelling process, it is
limited in practical applications by the electric circuitry. A
typical IF band is 4–8 GHz. One of the main challenges for
high−frequency SIS mixer design is dealing with the large
parallel−plate capacitance of the SIS junction. Although the
area of an SIS junction is similar to the area of a Schottky
diode, its parasitic capacitance is much higher (typically
50–100 fF compared to »1 fF), because the two supercon−
ducting electrodes form a parallel plate capacitor. As a con−
sequence, on−chip tuning circuits are needed to compensate
for the capacitance, and their proper design is a key issue for
an SIS mixer [12,48]. At higher frequencies, especially over
1 THz (l = 300 μm), the losses in the tuning circuit become
important and cause the mixer performance to deteriorate.
Nevertheless, good performance has been obtained up to
around 1.5–1.6 THz (l = 200–188 μm).
There are two major ways to accomplish proper design
issues for SIS mixers: waveguide coupling and quasi−opti−
cal coupling [12]. Figure 43 shows the examples of both
configurations. The more traditional approach is waveguide
coupling, in which the radiation is first collected by a horn
into a single−mode waveguide and then coupled onto a litho−
graphed thin−film transmission line on the SIS chip itself.
The chip shown in Fig. 43(a) is approximately 2−mm long
and 0.24−mm wide and it is fabricated on 25−μm thick sili−
con utilizing silicon−on−insulator bonded wafers. The
1–μm−thick gold beam leads extend beyond the edges of
substrate and they are an electrical contact to the metal
waveguide probe [11]. Serious complication of waveguide
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Fig. 43. Images of a waveguide SIS mixer operated in the 200–300
GHz band (a) and a quasi−optical SIS mixer (b) (after Ref. 12).

coupling is that the mixer chip must be very narrow, and
must be fabricated on ultrathin substrate.
In the quasi−optical coupling, the intermediate step of
radiation collection into a waveguide is omitted, and instead
uses a lithographed antenna on the SIS chip itself. Such
mixers are substantially simpler to fabricate and may be
produced using thick substrates. In the design structure
shown in Fig. 43(b), the radial stubs serve as RF short cir−
cuits and couple the radiation received by the slots into an
Nb/SiO/Nb superconducting microstrip. This chip uses two
Nb/Al2O3/Nb SIS junctions and the short strip section in
between the junctions provides the tuning inductance
needed to compensate the junction capacitance.
SIS mixers are among the most sensitive and low intrin−
sic noise structures at n »0.3–0.7 THz. Nb−based SIS mixers
with Nb wiring yield almost quantum limited, i.e., the noise
temperature is below 3hn/kT (see Fig. 15) [165,166]. At
larger frequencies, n »1.0–1.3 THz, SISs intrinsic noise
quickly increases due to high−frequency losses. Further gain
in sensitivity is possible using multielement or matrix
arrays. However, up to now, SIS detectors are difficult to
integrate into large arrays. There is only a success in cre−
ation of small number element arrays because of apprecia−
ble difficulties in their creation [167]. SIS mixers seem to be
the best solution for the ground−based radio−astronomy at
mm and sub−mm wavelengths region in the frequency range
n < 1 THz [168].
The signal bandwidth of an SIS mixer is 10–30% of its
centre frequency with the large fractional bandwidth at low
frequency band. Up to 1 THz, the mixers are in a waveguide
mount, while the 1.2–1.25 THz mixers employ a quasi−opti−
cal coupling.
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Single pixel SIS mixers typically require approximately
40–100 μW of LO pump power, which is appreciably lower
compared to LO pump power for single pixel SBD mixers
(P > 1 mW) [169]. Much lower LO powers require super−
conductor hot electron bolometer mixers (< 100 nW–1 μW)
[170] though they also operate at very low temperature.
Unlike Schottky diodes or SIS detectors, the hot electron
bolometers are thermal detectors.
The presence of the capacity in SIS structures is a reason
of current shorting in them because of Josephson’s effect.
To exclude this effect, the superconductor−insulator−normal
metal (SIN) structure was proposed to change one of the
superconductors by normal metal contact [171]. Though, in
SIN structures, I−V characteristics are not such nonlinear as
in SIS structures which is a reason of sensitivity decrease,
but the influence of Josephson’s effect is excluded. To force
the electron tunnelling from the normal metal into the super−
conductor, the energy of electrons above the Fermi level
should be not less than D – qVb, where Vb is the junction bias
voltage [12]. Thus, the junction current probes the tail of the
Fermi distribution of electrons in the normal metal and is
exponentially sensitive to the electron temperature Te, as
exp[– (D – qVb)/kTe]. Thus, SIN junction is a thermometer
for measuring the electron temperature in a normal metal.
Figure 44 shows schematic configuration of SIN radia−
tion coupling and temperature readout [172,173]. A thin
strip of metal (black strip) with micron dimensions serves as
a resistive load to thermalize the RF currents from the super−
conducting antenna. The resulting temperature rise of the

Fig. 44. SIN detector: (a) schematic configuration of radiation cou−
pling and temperature readout (after Ref. 170) and (b) principle of
operation (after Ref. 174).
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electrons in the strip is measured as a change in the voltage
across the junction which is biased at the constant current I.
Variations of the electron temperature in the absorber strip
are detected from smearing of I−V curves of the SIN junction
[see Fig. 44(b)]. The contact to the superconducting elec−
trode is made of a superconductor whose Tc is much higher
than that of the electrode. As a a normal metal absorber,
300− thick Cu layer can be used [172]. In order to avoid
energy losses through diffusion of the electrons into the
antenna, the absorber layer is contacted via superconducting
electrodes (e.g., Al), since the Andreev effect prohibits
energy transport from the normal metal to the supercon−
ductor at an NS−interface [175].
The principles of SIN structures operation are discussed
in Ref. 176. NEP of these detectors can achieve a value
close to 10–17 W/Hz at T »300 mK. Schmidt et al. have mea−
sured NEP value of 7×10–17 W/Hz1/2 for a normal metal vo−
lume of 4.5 μm3 at the operating temperature T = 270 mK
with the time constant t = 1.2 μs [177].
High temperature superconductor SIS devices are still
under investigation. In spite of possible high frequency opera−
tion, the noise level of such devices is appreciably higher.
Progress in detector technology will be connected with
successful development of large−format, high−sensitivity
focal plane arrays enabling a range of observations from
ground−based and orbital platforms. Especially, two detec−
tor technologies show promise to develop the arrays needed
in the next decade: transition−edge superconducting (TES)
bolometers (see Sect. 14) and microwave kinetic inductance
detectors (MKIDs) based on different principles of super−
conductivity. Multiple instruments are currently in develop−
ment based on arrays up to 10,000 detectors using both
time−domain multiplexing (TDM) and frequency−domain
multiplexing (FDM) with superconducting quantum inter−
ference devices (SQUIDs) [30]. Both sensors show poten−
tial to realize the very low ~10–20 W/Hz1/2 sensitivity needed
for space−borne spectroscopy.
A MKID is essentially a high−Q resonant circuit made
out of either superconducting microwave transmission lines
or a lumped element LC resonator. In the first case, a mean−
dered quarter−wavelength strip of superconducting material
is coupled by means of a coupling capacitance to a coplanar
waveguide through line used for excitation and readout.
Lumped element are instead created from an LC series reso−
nant circuit inductively coupled to a microstrip feed line.
Photons hitting an MKID break the Cooper pairs which
changes the surface impedance of the transmission line or
inductive element. This causes the resonant frequency and
quality factor to shift an amount proportional to the energy
deposited by the photon. The readout is almost entirely at
room temperature and can be highly multiplexed; in princi−
ple hundreds or even thousands of resonators could be read
out on a single feedline [178].
MKID devices use superconductors (micro−resonators
fabricated from thin aluminium and niobium films) below
transition where radiation breaks Cooper pair but with
smaller energy gap. Their advantages are: readout of many
Opto−Electron. Rev., 19, no. 3, 2011

Fig. 45. Prototype MKID camera constructed for the Caltech Sub−
millimeter Observatory with 576 spatial pixels, each simulta−
neously sensitive in four bands at 750, 850, 1100, and 1300 microns.

devices with single coax, simple detector and multiplexer
fabrications; but still need ultra low temperatures. For more
details see Ref. 176. Figure 45 shows prototype MKID ca−
mera constructed for the Caltech Submillimeter Observa−
tory with 576 antenna−coupled spatial pixels each simulta−
neously sensitive in four bands at 750, 850, 1100 and 1300
microns and with a total 2304 detectors [179].

10. Pyroelectric detectors
Many types of thermal detectors operated in LWIR and
far−IR regions (including Golay cells, bolometers, pyroelec−
tric detectors) are also used in THz band.
Commercially available uncooled pyroelectric detectors
with broadband capability in the 1–1000 μm wavelength
range are fabricated using such materials as LiTaO3,
LiNbO3, and DLARGS (deuterated L−alanine doped tri−
glycene sulphate) [86]. Selex Sensors has developed
DLATGS pyroelectric detectors sealed and encapsulated
within a termoelectrically stabilized TO−5 package that can
survive at higher operating temperature (Curie temperature
is around 59°C). Performance characteristics of DLATGS
detector for far−IR region are given in Table 7 [180].
Improvement in pyroelectric detector’s performance can
be achieved by reducing the crystal thickness and increasing
the coating absorption. Most of pyroelectrics tend to loss
their interesting properties as the thickness is reduced. How−
ever, some of them seem to maintain their properties better
than others. This seems particularly for lithium tantalate
oxide (LiTaO3) and related materials. New material−pro−
cessing techniques such as ion milling and ion slicing have
made available LiTaO3 and lithium niobate oxide (LiNO3)
materials with a thickness of less than 10 μm. Using the new
thin−film materials, we have seen current responsivity va−
lues higher than 4 μA/W, resulting in hybrid detector optical
amplifier performance of less than 1.0×10–10 W/Hz1/2 [181].
Thin−film LiTaO3 pyroelectric detectors are now commer−
cially available. However, their absorption in the terahertz
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Table 7. Performance characteristics of DLATGS detector for
far−IR region (after Ref. 180).
Parameters

Value

IR spectral range (μm)

1–1000

Operating temperature (K)

298

Element active area diameter (mm)

2

Frequency range of operation (Hz)

1–3,000

Thermal time constant (ms)

18

Detector window

CsI or diamond

Responsivity (V/W)

2440 (10 Hz)
300 (100 Hz)
30 (1000 Hz)

Detectivity (cmHz1/2/W)

6.6×108 (10 Hz)
6.6×108 (100 Hz)
3.5×108 (1000 Hz)

Noise equivalent power (W/Hz1/2)

2.7×10–10 (10 Hz)
2.7×10–10 (100 Hz)
5.1×10–10 (1000 Hz)

range remains a challenge. Some promising developments
are expected in the area of single− and multiwall carbon
nanotube coatings for pyroelectric detectors. Table 8 and
Fig. 46 characterise LiTaO3 THz pyroelectric detector –
model SPH−62 THz fabricated by the Spectrum Detector
Inc. [182].

11. Semiconductor bolometers
The classic bolometers contain a heavily doped and com−
pensated semiconductor which conduct by a hopping pro−
cess that yields the resistance R(T) = Roexp(T/To)p, where R
is the resistance at the temperature T, and To, and Ro are the
constants which depend on the doping and, for Ro, on the
thermistor dimensions [41]. The exponent p is the constant,
and it is often assumed that p = 0.5. The thermistors are
made by ion implantation in Si, or by neutron transmuta−
tions doping (NTD) in Ge [54]. Figure 47 shows the experi−
mental results at the temperature range from 70 mK to 1 K
for some of the NTD Ge samples together with fitting
curves, where p−value for all samples is about 0.5 [183].
NTD converts 70Ge to 71Ga (acceptor) and 74Ge to 75As
(donor). Doping level depends on neutron flux, instead
compensation ratio can be changed by altering isotope
ratios.

Fig. 46. Frequency dependent characteristics of LiTaO3 THz
pyroelectric detector – model SPH−62 THz (after Spectrum Detec−
tor Inc. in Ref. 182).

The termistors are typically fabricated by lithography on
membranes of Si or SiN. The impedance is selected to a few
M to minimize the noise in JFET amplifiers operated at
about 100 K. Limitation of this technology is assertion of
thermal mechanical and electrical interface between the
bolometers at 100–300 mK and the amplifiers at »100 K.
Usually, JFET amplifiers are sited on membranes which iso−
late them so effectively that the environment remains at
much low temperature (about 10 K), see Fig. 48. In addi−
tion, the equipment at 10 K is itself thermally isolated from
nearby components at 0.1–0.3 K. There are not practical
approaches to multiplexing many such bolometers to one
JFET amplifier. Current arrays require one amplifier per
pixel and they are limited to a few hundred pixels.

Fig. 47. Zero−bias resistivity as a a function of temperature for sev−
eral different NDT Ge samples (after Ref. 183).

Table 8. LiTaO3 THz pyroelectric detector – Model SPH−62 THz (after Spectrum Detector Inc.).
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Parameters

Value

Detector size (mm)
Electronic 3db frequency (Hz)
Thermal 3db frequency (Hz)
Voltage responsivity (V/W)
Noise equivalent power (W/Hz1/2)
Detectivity (cmHz1/2/W)

2×2
15
0.5
1.5×105
4×10–10 (10.6 μm, 5 Hz)
4×108 (10.6 μm, 5 Hz)
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Fig. 48. Bolometer array of the spectral and photometric imaging receiver (SPIRE) (after Ref. 184).

In bolometer, metal films, that can be continuous or pat−
terned in a mesh, absorb the photons. The patterning is
designed to select the spectral band, to provide polarization
sensitivity, or to control the throughput. Different bolometer
architectures are used. In close−packed arrays and spider
web, the pop−up structures or two−layer bump bonded struc−
tures are fabricated. Agnese et al. have described a different
array architecture which is assembled from two wafers by
indium bump bonds [185]. Other types of bolometers are
integrated in horn−coupled arrays. To minimize low fre−
quency noise, an AC bias is used.
The present day technology exist to produce arrays of
hundreds of pixels that are operated in the spectral range
from 40 to 3000 μm in many experiments including NASA
pathfinder ground based instruments, and balloon experi−
ments such as BOOMERANG, MAXIMA, and BAM. In
Table 9, there are gathered the requirements for typical
astronomic instruments containing bolometers. To fulfil
these requirements, the compromise between response time
and NEP is needful. A spider web bolometer from the BOO−
MERANG experiment, which is being used on space expe−
riments (Planck and Herschel missions) is shown inside
Fig. 48.

An alternative approach is array for the SHARCII
instrument on SOFIA shown in Fig. 49(a) [186]. This array
construction, with 1232 pixels, involves a pop−up configu−
ration, where the absorber is deposited on a dielectric film
that is subsequently folded. The 12×32 bolometer array,
load resistors, and thermally−isolated JFETs are housed in
a structure approximately 18×17×18 cm3 volume, having a
total mass of 5 kg, and heat sink to 4 K. Each bolometer is
fabricated on a 1−μm silicon membrane and has a collecting
area of 1×1 mm2. The full area is ion implanted with phos−
phorus and boron, to a depth of »0.4 μm, to form a thermis−
tor. Electrical contact between the thermistor and alu−
minium traces on the silicon frame is accomplished with
degenerately−doped leads on the edge of the thermistor and
running down the bolometer legs. Each of the four ther−
mally−isolating legs is 16 μm wide and 420 μm long. Prior to
folding, each bolometer is coated with an absorbing »200 
bismuth film and a protective »160  SiO film. At a base
temperature of 0.36 K and in the dark, the bolometers have
a peak responsivity of approximately 4×108 V/W and a mi−
nimum NEP of approximately 6×10–17 W/Hz1/2 at 10 Hz.
Phonon noise is the dominant contributor, followed by
bolometer Johnson noise.

Table 9. Requirements for typical astronomic instruments.
Wavelength range
(μm)

NEP
(W/Hz1/2)

t
(ms)

NEPt1/2
(×10–19J)

SCUBA

350–850

1.5×10–16

6

9

SCUBA−2

450–850

7×10–17

1–2

1

Lower background, need faster t

BoloCAM

1100–2000

3×10–17

10

3

Lower background, slower device okay

250–500

3×10–17

8

2.4

Space background, slower device okay

350–3000

1×10–17

5

0.5

Lowest background, need quite fast t

Instrument

SPIRE
Planck−HFI
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Fig. 49. Arrays installed in ground−based telescopes.

With the development of low−noise readouts, that can
operate near the bolometer temperature, the first true
high−performance bolometer arrays for the far IR and
sub−mm spectral ranges are just becoming available. For
example, the Herschel/PACS instrument uses a 2048−pixel
array of bolometers [142,187] and it is an alternative to
JFET amplifiers. The architecture of this array is vaguely
similar to the direct hybrid mid−infrared arrays, where one
silicon wafer is patterned with bolometers, each in the form
of a silicon mesh, as shown in Fig. 50. The development of
silicon micromachining has enabled substantial advances in
bolometer construction generally and is central to making

large−scale arrays. To achieve appropriate response and
time constant characteristics, the rods and mesh are
designed carefully. The mesh is blackened with a thin layer
of titanium nitride with sheet resistance matched to the
impedance of free space (377 /£ section of film) to pro−
vide an efficiency of 50% over a broad spectral band. Each
bolometer located at the centre of the mesh, containing a si−
licon−based thermometer doped by ion implantation, is cha−
racterized by appropriate temperature−sensitive resistance.
Their large resistances (> 1010 ) are well adjusted to
MOSFET readout amplifiers. In final step of hybrid array
fabrication, the MOSFET−based readouts and silicon

Fig. 50. The Herschel/PACS bolometer array with pixel size 750 μm (after Ref. 188).
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bolometer wafer are joined by indium bump bonding. Per−
formance is currently limited by the noise in the MOSFET
amplifiers to the NEP »10–16 W/Hz1/2 regime, but this tech−
nology allows the construction of very large arrays suitable
for higher background applications. Further details are in
Billot et al. [187].

12. Semiconductor hot electron bolometers
If the bolometer is to be used as a THz mixer, it has to be
fast enough to follow the IF, i.e., the overall time constant of
the processes involved in the mixing has to be a few tens of
picoseconds at maximum. In other words, high heat conduc−
tivity and small heat capacity are required [45]. These
requirements can be fulfilled by such subsystem as electrons
in semiconductor or superconductor interacting with the lat−
tice (phonons). Electron heat capacity is many orders lower
compared to the lattice one.
The term “hot electrons” was introduced to describe
nonequilibrium electrons in semiconductors [189]. In this
case, the electron distributions could be formally described
by the Fermi function distribution, but with an effective ele−
vated temperature. This concept fruitfully was applicable to
semiconductors, where the carrier mobility depends on the
effective temperature. In metals, mobility changes are much
less pronounced and electron heating does not affect the
metal resistance unless the change in the effective tempera−
ture is comparable with the temperature at Fermi level.
In the normal bolometer, the crystal lattice absorbs
energy and transfers it to the free carriers via collisions.
However, in hot electron bolometer, the incident radiation
power is absorbed directly by free carriers, the crystal lattice
temperature remaining essentially constant. Note that this
mechanism differs from photoconductivity in that free−elec−
tron mobility rather than electron number is created by inci−
dent light. At low temperature, the mobility of the electrons
varies as Te3 2 , where Te is the electron temperature, and the
conductivity of the material is modulated by mobility. This
mechanism offers submicrosecond response and broad far−

Fig. 51. Detectivity vs. cut−off wavelength for InSb HEB detector
(after Ref. 193).
Opto−Electron. Rev., 19, no. 3, 2011

−infrared coverage out to millimeter wavelengths but re−
quires liquid−helium cooling.
First bolometer with “hot electrons” (hot electron bolo−
meter – HEB) was low temperature bulk n−InSb [190,191].
Currently, this detector uses a specially shaped high purity
n−type InSb crystal which may be coupled directly to a very
low noise preamplifier. Parameters of InSb HEB manufac−
tured by the Infrared Laboratories are given in Table 10
[192]. Figure 51 shows spectral dependence of detectivity
of InSb HEB [193].
Table 10. Parameters of InSb HEB manufactured by the Infrared
Laboratories (after Ref. 192).
Parameter

Value

Detector area (mm)
Detector mounting

5×5
Sapphire substrate set into
an integrating cavity
1.5–4.2
0.2–6
600
< 8×10–13

Operating temperature (K)
Spectral response (mm)
Frequency response – 3db (kHz)
NEP (W/Hz1/2)

Today, also other semiconductor materials are proposed
in HEBs fabrication [194–196]. In spite of the fact that the
rate of electron heating is extremely high because of high
rate of photon−electron interaction, the maximum transfor−
mation frequency is restricted by the thermal relaxa− tion
rate, which in semiconductors is governed by elec−
tron−phonon interaction time t »10–7 s at low temperatures
[197]. This response time is relatively short, compared to
convention thermal detectors with lattice heating, but long
compared to t in superconducting HEBs. Thus, for direct
detection semiconductor systems the speed of response is
quite suitable, but not for the mixers. Their NEP can reach
5×10–13 W/Hz1/2 at operation temperature about 4 K and
below.
Nonlinearity of semiconductor HEB current−voltage
characteristic, needed for heterodyne detector operation, is
conditioned by the dependence of conductivity on electron
mobility, which is a function of applied electric field,
thereby the function of electrons temperature. Higher IFs
and broader Df can be obtained in semiconductor HEB fre−
quency converters increasing their temperature to about 80
K (where electron−phonon interaction is much stronger and
t »10–11 s), but in this case, the noise level of such fre−
quency converters is increasing appreciably and conversion
losses are increasing fast too.
In low−dimensional semiconductor structures, the elec−
tron−phonon interaction can be substantially increased (t
decreased) and, thus, such kind of structures can be consid−
ered as frequency converters with higher IFs and wider
bandwidth up to 109 Hz [198–200]. Direct measurements of
photoresponse relaxation time have shown that t is about
0.5 ns in the temperature range 4.2–20 K [201]. Thus, the IF
can be increased by about 3 orders compared to bulk semi−
conductor HEBs.
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Historically, HEB mixers using semiconductors were
invented in the early 1970s [188] and played an important
role in early sub−mm astronomy [202], but they were super−
seded by SIS mixers by the early 1990s. However, the
development of superconducting HEB versions led to the
most sensitive THz mixers at frequencies beyond the reach
of SIS mixers. The main difference between HEB mixers
and ordinary bolometers is the speed of their response. HEB
mixers are fast enough to allow GHz output IF bandwidths.

13. Superconducting hot-electron bolometers
In principle, hot−electron bolometer (HEB) is quite similar
to the transition−edge bolometer (see Sect. 14), where small
temperature changes, caused by the absorption of incident
radiation, strongly influence resistance of biased sensor near
its superconducting transition. The main difference between
HEBs and ordinary bolometers is the speed of their
response. High speed is achieved by allowing the radiation
power to be directly absorbed by the electrons in the super−
conductor, rather than using a separate radiation absorber
and allowing the energy to flow to the superconducting TES
via phonons, as ordinary bolometers do. After photon ab−
sorption, a single electron initially receives the energy hn,
which is rapidly shared with other electrons, producing
a slight increase in the electron temperature. In the next step,
the electron temperature subsequently relaxes to the bath
temperature through emission of phonons.
In comparison with TES, the thermal relaxation time of
the HEB’s electrons can be made fast by choosing a material
with a large electron−phonon interaction. The development
of superconducting HEB mixers has led to the most sensi−
tive systems at frequencies in the terahertz region, where the
overall time constant has to be a few tens of picoseconds.
These requirements can be realized with a superconducting
microbridge made from NbN, NbTiN, or Nb on a dielectric
substrate [12].
HEBs can work according to two mechanisms that allow
electrons to exchange their energy faster than they heat the
phonons:
phonon−cooled HEB principle – was suggested by
Gerhenzon et al. [203] and the first realized by Karasik
et al. [204],
diffusion−cooled HEB principle – was suggested by
Prober [205] and the first realization reported by Skalare
et. al. [206].
A synthetic presentation of both mechanisms has been
given by McGrath [207].
Figure 52(a) shows the basic operation of the phonon−
−cooled bolometer. In this type of device, hot electrons
transfer their energy to the phonons with the time teph. In the
next step, the excess of phonon energy escapes towards the
substrate with the time tesc. Several conditions should be
fulfilled to make phonon−cooled mechanism effective:
electron−electron interaction time tee must be much
shorter than teph,

superconducting film must be very thin (a few nm) and
the film to substrate thermal conductance must be very
high (tesc<teph) to obtain an efficient phonon escape
from superconductor to substrate,
substrate thermal conductivity must be very high and
very good thermal contact between substrate and cold
finger must be insured.
In diffusion−cooled bolometer, which principle of mecha−
nism is shown in Fig. 52(b), hot electrons transfer their
energy by diffusion to a normal metal that forms the electri−
cal contacts to the external detector readout circuitry and/or
the arms of a planar antenna. In this case, the length of the
superconducting microbridge must be very short, with the
maximum value Lmax = 2(Detee)1/2, where De is the electron
diffusivity. As it was shown by Burke et al., the bolometer
bandwidth is inversely proportional to the squared micro−
bridge length, which lies in the submicronic range (see Fig.
53) [208]. The bandwidth of diffusion−cooled bolometers in
not limited by teph. As a result, in comparison with pho−
non−cooled bolometers, larger intermediate frequency val−
ues are obtained. For diffusion cooling, the interface
between the contact pads and the superconducting film is
crucial, while for phonon cooling, the interface between the
film and the substrate is crucial. It should be pointed out that
the distinction is, to some extent, arbitrary since phonon
cooling also exists in diffusion cooled bolometers and vice
versa.
The ratio of phonon to electron specific heats Cp/Ce con−
trols the energy flow from electrons to phonons and the
energy backflow due to reabsorption of nonequilibrium
l

l

l

l

l
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Fig. 52. Hot−electron bolometer mechanisms: phonon−cooled (a)
and diffusion−cooled (b) principles.
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Fig. 53. Output bandwidth as a function of microbridge length for
niobium HEB mixers. For L shorter than 1 μm, the cooling mecha−
nism is by electron diffusion to a normal metal; for larger L, the
phonon−cooling mechanism is the dominant one (after Ref. 208).

phonons by electrons. This ratio is 0.85 for Nb, 6.5 for NbN,
and 38 for YBaCuO layers [209]. In very thin films, the
phonons can escape into the substrate before being reab−
sorbed by the electrons. In thin, below 10−nm thick Nb films,
deposited on a substrate, tphe > teph and the effective escape
of phonons to the substrate prevail energy backflow to elec−
trons. As a result, teph alone controls the response time,
which is approximately equal to about 5 ns. Thus, Nb devices
are sensitive in wide range of spectra, they are much faster
compared to bulk semiconductor bolometers (operating at T
»4 K), and they can reach NEP »3×10–13 W/Hz1/2 [210].
Karasik et al. have demonstrated hot−electron supercon−
ducting direct detection Ti nanobolometers fabricated on Si
planar bulk substrates with Nb contacts and electrical NEP
value of 3×10–19 W/Hz1/2 at 300 mK [47]. The time constant
of cooled HEBs can reach value in wide range from 10–5 to
10–10 s. The thermal time constant teph = 25 μs at T = 190
mK for larger devices has been demonstrated. For the first
time, the record optical NEP = 3×10–19 W/Hz1/2 at l = 460
μm and T = 50 mK has been achieved [65]. Such high sensi−
tivity meets the requirements for SAFARI instrument on the
SPICA telescope.
NbN films in comparison to Nb ones have much shorter
teph and tphe because of stronger electron−phonon interac−
tion. In ultrathin 3−nm thick NbN films, both teph and tphe
determine the response time of the detector, which can be
about 30 ps near Tc (teph »10 ps) [211]. NEP can reach the
values of 10–12 W/Hz1/2 [212].
Since for YBaCuO detector layers the ratio Cp/Ce »38,
the layers are mainly phonon−cooled type; the energy back−
flow from phonons to electrons can be neglected and ther−
malization time is about an order faster (teph »1 ps) com−
pared to NbN layers. In YBaCuO films excited by fs pulses,
the non−thermal (hot−electron) and thermal bolometric (pho−
non) processes are practically decoupled, with the former
one dominating the early stage of electron relaxation. To
decouple electrons from phonons, non−equilibrium phonons
in the film should escape from it (into the substrate) in short
time compared to the phonon−electron time tphe.
Opto−Electron. Rev., 19, no. 3, 2011

A major issue for HEB mixers is achieving a thermal
time constant that is fast enough to yield a useful IF output
bandwidth of a few GHz. For a fixed thermal relaxation
time, the heat capacity sets the required LO power and can
be minimized by using a very small volume (< 10–2 μm3) of
a superconducting film. The required LO power is about
one order of magnitude lower (typically between 100 and
500 nW) compared to SIS mixers and much lower (roughly
3–4 orders) in comparison with SBDs. The LO power scales
with the volume of the microbridge and decreases with
increasing critical temperature [213].
The HEB mixers are thermal detectors and belong to the
group of square−law mixers. Theory of HEBs is still under
development and typically invokes a hot−spot resistive
region in the centre, whose size responds to changes in the
applied power. This model was originally developed by
Skocpol et al. [214], and was later applied to superconduc−
ting HEB mixers [48,209,215]. The region, where the actual
temperature exceeds the critical temperature and switches
into the normal state, is called the hot−spot (see Fig. 54, Ref.
216). When LO signal is applied to the superconducting
micro−bridge, central part of the microbridge become nor−
mal, resistive due to the standing wave then, hot−spot forms
and its boundaries begin to move toward the electric con−
tacts until the hot spot reaches thermal equilibrium. When
the RF is applied, the LO power is modulated and the length
of the hot−spot oscillated periodically, with the frequency
the same as the IF frequency. The speed of boundaries
determines the response time, but other effects such as the
interaction of radiation with magnetic vortices play a role.
When comparing diffusion−cooled and phonon−cooled
HEBs, the latter provide a smaller noise temperature, and
they are therefore, preferred.
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THz detector is much smaller than the wavelength being
received. Therefore, an antenna and associated coupling cir−
cuitry are needed to bring the radiation to the detector. In
1977, Schwarz and Ulrich reported the first paper devoted
to room temperature antenna coupled metallic film infrared
detectors [217]. In contrast to absorbing layer coupling,
antenna coupling gives selective responsivity to both the
spatial mode and the polarization of the incoming radiation.
In the case of microbolometers, an antenna with rather large
effective area can feed a superconducting microbridge of
much smaller detector area (a few μm2).
A large number of antennas were proposed (see, e.g.
Refs. 218 and 219) including dish and horn antennas, log−
−periodic, spiral, slots/apertures, bow−tie, etc. For printed
antennas, for radiation effective transmission and reception,
they should be about the half of the wavelength l. Detec−
tor’s sensitivity is proportional to the antenna effective area
Seff. The antenna effective area Seff and the antenna gain G
are linked by [218]
S eff =

l2
G,
4

(22)

where l is the wavelength. Thus, with the frequency n = c/l
increase, the effective antenna area reduces, as the gain G
depends on antenna design, dielectric substrate properties,
etc. and it much weaker depends on the wavelengths.
Two frequency−independent antenna families, shown in
Fig. 55, can be built. In the first one, the antenna geometry is
defined by angles (not by geometrical lengths) [220]; bow−
−tie and spiral antennas fall into so−called equiangular anten−
nas. In the second family [see Fig. 55(c)], the antenna is
built up from coupled elements (e.g. dipoles). The finite
dimensions of the structures restrict the antenna bandwidth
roughly from 2rmin to 2rmax in terms of wavelength. Pertur−
bations in the radiation bandwidth limits are overcome with
the log−periodic structure.
Another class of antenna structures belongs to end−fire
antennas, which are derived from long wire travelling wave
antennas. As opposed to previously described structures,
whose radiation direction lies in a plane orthogonal to the
antenna plane, it lays into the antenna plane for end−fire
geometries. These structures offer the possibility of making
compact detector arrays with pixels containing V−antennas.
Two methods are used to obtain useful IF output band−
width:

phonon cooling, using ultrathin NbN or NbTiN films
characterized by large electron−phonon interaction,
diffusion cooling, using sub−micron Nb, Ta, NbAu, or
Al devices coupled to normal−metal cooling “pads” or
electrodes.
Competitive sensitivities have been demonstrated for
both types of devices.
Typically, phonon−cooled HEBs are made from ultrathin
films of NbN, whereas diffusion−cooled devices use Nb or
Al. Current state−of−the−art NbN technology is capable of
routinely delivering 3−nm thick devices that are 500 nm2 in
size. NbN films are deposited on a dielectric (typically high
resistivity > 10 kcm silicon). The superconducting bridge
is defined by means of electron beam lithography. Its length
varies between 0.1 and 0.4 μm and the width between 1 and
4 μm.
Figure 56(a) presents an example cross−section view of
NbN mixer chip. About 150−nm thick Au spiral structure is
connected to the contacts pads. The supeconducting NbN
film extends underneath the contact layer/antenna. The cen−
tral area of a mixer chip shown in Fig. 54(b) is manufactured
from a 3.5–nm−thick superconducting NbN film on a high
resistive Si substrate with an e−beam evaporated MgO
buffer layer [221]. Ultrathin NbN films are deposited by
reactive magnetron sputtering in the Ar + N2 gas mixture.
The active NbN film area is determined by the dimensions
of the 0.2−μm gap between the gold contact pads. The NbN
microstrip is integrated with a planar antenna patterned as
log−periodic spiral. The NbN critical temperature depends
on thickness of film deposited on a substrate. An improve−
ment in superconducting properties of NbN films, due to the
presence of MgO buffer layer on silicon substrates, is evi−
dent [see Fig. 56(c)]. The superconducting transition tem−
perature is about 9 K and the transition widths are »0.5 K.
The NbN superconductive HEB mixers are character−
ized by strong electron−phonon interaction. The response
time can achieve the value of 10–11 s [211], and because of
no principal restrictions for operation at n > 1 THz (the
absence of their noticeable capacities), these devices can be
effectively used for heterodyne detection in wide spectral
range up to the visible one, where operation, e.g., of SIS
mixers, is hampered. For example, Fig. 57 shows intermedi−
ate frequently dependent output power for the 3.5−nm thick
NbN film devices deposited on plain of MgO substrate
(curve A) and on Si substrate with MgO buffer layer (curve
l

l

Fig. 55. Frequency−independent planar antenna geometries: (a) bow−tie equiangular, (b) spiral equiangular, and (c) circular log−periodic.
The sensing element is located at the centre of the structure (after Ref. 220).
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Fig. 56. NbN HEB mixer chip: (a) cross section view, (b) SEM micrograph of the central area of mixer, (c) critical temperature vs. thickness
for NbN films deposited on Si substrates (triangles) and on Si with MgO buffer layer (circles) (after Ref. 221).

B). The frequency limited range to several GHz is due to
influence of free carrier relaxation rate.
HEB mixers can be made either in a waveguide configu−
ration with a horn antenna or as quasi−optical mixers. The
more traditional approach is waveguide coupling, in which
radiation is first collected by a horn into a single−mode
waveguide (typically a rectangular guide), and then, a tran−
sition (probe) couples radiation from the waveguide onto a
lithographed thin−film transmission line on the detector
chip. One major complication of the waveguide approach is
that the mixer chip must be very narrow, and must be fabri−
cated on an ultrathin substrate. These requirements are help−
ful using modern micromachining techniques (see Fig. 58).
Above ~1 THz, the quasi−optical coupling is more com−
mon. This coupling approach omits the intermediate step of
collecting the radiation into a waveguide, and instead it uses
a lithographed (printed) antenna (e.g. twin−slot or a logarith−
mic spiral antenna) on the detector chip itself. Such mixers
are substantially simpler to fabricate and may be produced
using thick substrate (see Fig. 59). The substrate with the
feed antenna and microbridge is mounted to the reverse side
of a hyperhemispherical or elliptical lens. The reflection

Fig. 58. Images of a 585−GHz diffusion−cooled HEB mixer chip for
a waveguide mount, fabricated using an ultrathin silicon substrate.
The dimensions of the HEB bridge are 150 nm long by 75 nm wide;
the chip itself is 800 μm long and 3 μm thick. Protruding from the
sides and ends of the chip there are 2−μm thick gold leads, which pro−
vide electrical and thermal contact to the waveguide block, as well
as mechanical support for the chip (after Ref. 12).

loss at the lens surface can be minimized with a quar−
ter−wavelength antireflection coating.
HEBs are significantly more sensitive than SBDs but
somewhat less sensitive than SIS mixers – see Fig. 15. This
figure shows that DSB noise temperature, achieved with
HEB mixers, ranges from 400 K at 600 GHz up to 6800 K at
5.2 THz. In the lower frequency range up to 2.5 THz, the

Fig. 57. Output power as a function of intermediate frequency for
the 3.5–nm−thick NbN film devices deposited on plain of MgO sub−
strate (curve A) and on Si substrate with MgO buffer layer (curve B)
(after Ref. 221).
Opto−Electron. Rev., 19, no. 3, 2011

Fig. 59. Schematic diagram of the “reverse−microscope” quasi−opti−
cal coupling approach pioneered by Rutledge and Muha [222].
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noise temperature follows closely the 10hn/k line. Above
this frequency, the correspondence becomes somewhat
worse, what is caused by increasing losses in the optical
components, lower efficiency of the antenna and skin effect
contributions in the superconducting bridge.
Because of high sensitivity, NbN HEB mixers are cur−
rently the first choice for heterodyne spectroscopy above 1
THz. Examples are mixers used in Herschel and SOFIA
missions.
Concerning high temperature superconductor (HTSC)
HEBs, it should be noted that there do not exist numerous
publications devoted to this kind of receivers. They have not
reached high state of technological maturity since their
complicated composition does not allow fabrication of very
thin layers with high critical temperature. Kreisler and Gau−
gue reviewed antenna−coupled high−Tc bolometers for both
homodyne and heterodyne applications in the FIR and THz
frequencies [220,223]. HTSC belongs to the phonon cooled
type and electron diffusion mechanism is negligible [209,
223,224]. These receivers are noticeably noisier, compared
to low temperature devices, as phonon dynamics play an
appreciable role due to the relatively high operating tempe−
rature and introduce of excess noise [225,226]. Actually,
HTSC HEB mixers are not reaching the sensitivity of low
temperature superconducting HEBs, but because of very
short electron−phonon relaxation time (teph »1.1 ps in
YBaCuO [227]), these HTSC HEB mixers are the wide
bandwidth devices.
Experimental data for YBa2Cu3O7− Josephson detectors
gave NEP value close to 8×10–15 W/Hz1/2 at T = 80 K (n =
86 GHz) and NEP »3×10–13 W/Hz1/2 for T = 55 K (n = 692
GHz) [228]. Lyatti et al. have concluded that HTSC HEB
mixers can reach NEP value of 5×10–15 W/Hz1/2 [229].

14. Transition edge sensor bolometers
The name of the transmission−edge sensor (TES) bolometer
is derived from its thermometer, which is based on thin
superconducting films held within transition region, where
it changes from the superconducting to the normal state over
a temperature range of a few milliKelvin (see Fig. 60). The
film has stable but very steep dependence of resistance on
temperature in a transition region. Changes in temperature
transition can be set by using a bilayer film consisting of a
normal material and a layer of superconductor. Such design
enables diffusion of the Cooper pairs from the superconduc−
tor into the normal metal and makes it weakly supercon−
ducting – this process is called the proximity effect. As
a result, the transition temperature is lowered relative to that
for the pure superconducting film. Thus, in principle, the TES
bolometers are quite similar to the HEBs. In the case of
HEB, high speed is achieved by allowing the radiation
power to be directly absorbed by the electrons in supercon−
ductor. In TES bolometers, however, rather a separate radia−
tion absorber is used that allows the energy to flow to the
superconducting TES via phonons, as ordinary bolometers do.
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Fig. 60. Resistance vs. temperature for a high−sensitivity TES
Mo/Au bilayer with superconducting transition at 444 mK (after
Ref. 230).

TES bolometers are superior to current−biased particle
detectors in terms of linearity, resolution, and maximum
count rate. At present, theses detectors can be applied for
THz photons counting because of their high sensitivity
(electrical NEP ~3×10–19 W/Hz1/2 at T = 300 mK) and low
thermal time constant (t = 25 μs at T = 190 mK) [47,231].
Membrane isolated TES bolometers are capable of reaching
a phonon NEP »4×10–20 W/Hz1/2 [41]. The current genera−
tion of sub−orbital experiments largely rely on TES bolome−
ters. Important feature of this sensor is that it can operate in
wide spectral band, between the radio and gamma rays
[12,232–236].
The temperature of a TES can be tailored by using
a bilayer film consisting of a thin layer of normal metal and
a thin layer of superconductor, resulting in a tuneable transi−
tion temperature. Different type of superconducting metal
film pairs (bilayers) can be used including thin Mo/Au,
Mo/Cu, Ti/Au, etc. Two metals behave as a single film with
a transition temperature between 800 mK (for Mo) and 0 K
(for Au). Transition temperature can be tuned within this
temperature range. The lower temperature (T < 200 mK) is
needed because the energy resolution of these devices scales
with temperature.
Traditionally, the superconducting bolometer was bia−
sed with a constant current and read out with a voltage
amplifier. Then, the bias power Pb = I2R increased with tem−
perature due to the increase in the resistance R near Tc. In
consequence, a positive electrothermal feedback leads to
instability and even thermal runaway. The new idea of
a negative electrothermal feedback proposed by Irwin stabi−
lizes the temperature of the TES at the operating point on
the transition [232]. When TES temperature rises, due to
power from absorbed photons, their resistance rises, the bias
current drops, and the electrical power dissipation in them
decreases, partially cancelling the effects of the absorbed
power and limiting the net thermal excursion. The advan−
tages of TES with negative feedback include linearity, band−
width, and immunity of the response to changes in external
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parameters (e.g., the absorbed optical power and the tem−
perature of the heat sink). Consequently, these devices are
suitable for fabrication of large format horn−coupled and
filled arrays required for many new missions offering
advantages over semiconducting bolometers [237–239].
In practice, the bias voltage Vb is chosen so that, for the
small optical power P, the TES will be heated to a steep
point on the temperature transition. For intermediate values
of P, the electrothermal feedback keeps the total power
input P + V2/R (and, thus, the temperature) constant. The
current responsivity is defined as the response of the bolo−
meter current I to a change in the optical power. Then, for a
thermal circuit with a single pole response is equal to
[12,240]
Ri =

1
1
dI
L
,
=
dP
Vb ( L  1) (1  i t )

(23)

where L = P/GT is the loop gain,  = (T/R)dR/dT is the
measure of the steepness of the superconducting transition
and is a bolometer figure of merit, G = dP/dT is the differen−
tial thermal conductance, and t is the effective time con−
stant. For the typical loop gain L »102 [232,236,239], the
low−frequency responsivity becomes Ri »–1/Vb, and de−
pends only on the bias voltage and is independent of the sig−
nal power and the heat sink temperature. The effective time
constant t = to/(1 + L) is much shorter than the time constant
without feedback to = C/G for thermal detectors. Negative
electrothermal feedback can make the bolometers operate
tens or even hundreds of times faster. The values of  for
Mo/Cu proximity−effect layers (Tc = 190 mK) consistent
with thermal fluctuation noise [241] are within 100–250
[242].
The resistance of a TES is low, so it can deliver signifi−
cant power only to low−input impedance amplifiers, which
rules out JFETs and MOSFETs. Instead, the signals are fed
into superconducting quantum interference devices
(SQUIDs), which are the basis for a growing family of elec−
tronic devices that operate by superconductivity. In this
case, the TES is transformer coupled to the SQUID by an
input coil. A current−biased shunt resistor is used to provide
a constant voltage bias to the TES. When the shunt resistor
is operated close to the detector temperature, a negligible
Johnson noise from the bias network is given. The SQUID
readout has a number of advantages including: it operates
near the bolometer temperature, has very low power dissi−
pation and large noise margin, and low sensitivity to micro−
phonic pickup. In addition, the fabrication and lithographic
processes used in both SQUID readouts and TES bolo−
meters are similar what helps in their integration on the
same chip.
Figure 61 shows the typical TES circuit wired in series
with the coil of a SQUID amplifier. The voltage bias is
achieved by current bias of the cold shunt resistor Rsh whose
about 10 mW resistance is much smaller than the R »1 
resistance of the TES. The current through the TES is mea−
sured with a SQUID ammeter, and the in−band reactance of
Opto−Electron. Rev., 19, no. 3, 2011

Fig. 61. Typical TES bias circuit and low noise, low power SQUID.

the SQUID input is much less than R. When the bias to a
SQUID is turned off, the whole device goes into a supercon−
ducting state where it adds no noise. Thus, by switching on
or off rows or columns of SQUIDs in an array (one for each
pixel) a cold multiplexer may be realized. The biases across
the SQUIDs are controlled by the address lines. Each
SQUID can be switched from an operational state to
a superconducting one if it is biased to carry about 100 μA.
The address lines are set so all the SQUIDs in series are
superconducting except one, and then only that one contri−
butes to the output voltage. By a suitable series of bias set−
tings, each SQUID amplifier can be read out in turn. To
avoid very large numbers of leads leaving the cryostat, lines
of 30–50 detectors can be multiplexed before amplification.
In general, SQUID−base multiplexers developed for
TES bolometers and microcalorimeters used both time−divi−
sion [243] and frequency division [244] approaches. We
have described the time−division approach, where multi−
plexer uses a SQUID for each bolometer to switch the out−
puts sequentially through a single SQUID amplifier. In the
case of frequency domain case, each TES is biased with
a sinusoidally varying voltage and the signals from a num−
ber of TESs are encoded in amplitude−modulated carrier
signals by summing them. The signals are then amplified by
a single SQUID and recovered with ambient temperature
lock−in amplifiers. For more SQUID multiplexer’s details,
see e.g., Refs. 245–249.
The most ambitious example of TES bolometer array is
that used in the submillimeter camera – submillimetre com−
mon−user bolometer array (SCUBA −2) with 10,240 pixels
[238,250]. The camera operated at wavelengths of 450 and
850 μm has been mounted on the James Clerk Maxwell
Telescope in Hawaii. Each SCUBA−2 array is made of four
side−buttable sub−arrays, each with 1280 (32×40) transi−
tion−edge sensors. The design is illustrated in Fig. 62
together with cross−section of the detector architecture. The
detector technology is based on silicon micromachining.
Each pixel consists of two silicon wafers bonded together.
The upper wafer with its square wells supports the silicon
nitride membrane on which Mo−Cu bi−layer TES detectors
and the absorbing silicon brick are suspended. The lower
wafer is thinned to 1/4 wavelength in silicon (70 μm at 850
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Fig. 62. SCUBA−2 bolometer array: (a) design features and (b) cross−section of single pixel (after Ref. 238).

μm). The upper surface of this wafer has been previously
implanted with phosphorus to match the impedance of free
space (377 /square). The detector elements are separated
from their heat sinks by a deep etched trench that is bridged
by only a a thin silicon nitride membrane. The supercon−
ducting electronics that read out the bolometers are fabri−
cated on separate wafers (see Fig. 63). The two components
are assembled into an array using indium bump bonding.
Further details are in Walton et al. [238] and Woodcraft et
al. [251].
In addition to the arrays for SCUBA−2, various forms of
TES−based bolometers with SQUID readouts are under
active development [49,253]. Large format arrays of
antenna−coupled TES bolometers are very attractive candi−
dates for a cosmic microwave background polarization mis−

sion. Broadband antennas with RF diplexing and/or inter−
leaved antennas can make efficient use of the focal plane.
Antennas are inherently polarization sensitive, and the
excellent gain stability provided by the feedback in TES
bolometers facilitates polarization differencing.
The fabrication technologies used for TES bolometers
are very flexible and specialized detectors are being deve−
loped to meet the needs of specific observations. A bolo−
meter design allows the production of large monolithic de−
tector arrays with a very high fill factor by standard planar
lithography. Figure 64 shows the 1024−pixel array structure
together with a single pixel [254]. The absorbing element is
a square mesh of 1–μm−thick low−stress (non−stoichiome−
tric) silicon nitride (LSN), which is metallized with gold to
produce an average sheet resistance of 377 /square.

Fig. 63. SCUBA−2: (a) bolometer array and (b) SQUID multiplexer pixel (after Ref. 252).
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Fig. 64. Monolithic superconducting bolometer array: (a) cross section of pixel, (b) silicon nitride structure for a 1024 element array of bo−
lometers (1.5×1.5 mm2 pixel size), and (c) complete pixel including sensor and metallization (after Ref. 254).

A conducting backshort is located at the distance l/4 behind
the mesh. This mesh absorber is supported at four points
[shown by arrows in Fig. 64(c)] by low thermal conducti−
vity beams of LSN. To produce Tc »400 mK, a proxim−
ity−effect sandwich of Al and Ti is made at the centre of the
mesh. To connect the thermistors to the edges of the array,
fully superconducting Nb leads are used by a way of the
beams and the dividing strips between pixels. Other designs
it is using micromachining and folding to bring the leads out
of the third dimension [255].
Figure 65 shows a close−packed horn−coupled array with
radial support legs. The bolometers which are located at the
small ends of the horns, are then separated sufficiently for
easy support and wiring. The array is complete fully litho−
graphed [256].

15. Field effect transistor detectors
Nonlinear properties of plasma wave excitations (the electron
density waves) in nanoscale FET channels enable their
response at frequencies appreciably higher than the device cut−
off frequency, what is due to electron ballistic transport. In the
ballistic regime of operation, the momentum relaxation time is

longer that the electron transit time. The FETs can be used
both for resonant (tuned to a certain wavelength) and non−reso−
nant (broadband) THz detection and can be directly tuneable
by changing the gate voltage [257–262].
The transistor receivers operate in wide temperature
range up to room temperatures [263,264]. Different material
systems are used in fabrication of FET, HEMT, and MOSFET
devices including: Si, GaAs/AlGaAs, InGaP/ InGaAs/GaAs,
and GaN/AlGaN [262–268]. Plasma oscillations can be also
observed in a two−dimensional (2D) electron channel with
a reverse−biased Schottky junction [269] and double quantum
well FET with a periodic grating gate [270].
The use of FETs as detectors of THz radiation was first
proposed by Dyakonov and Shur in 1993 on the basis of for−
mal analogy between the equations of the electron transport
in a gated two−dimensional transistor channel and those of
shallow water, or acoustic waves in music instruments
[271]. As a consequence, hydrodynamic−like phenomena
should exist also in the carrier dynamics in the channel.
Instability of this flow in the form of plasma waves was pre−
dicted under certain boundary conditions.
The physical mechanism supporting the development of
stable oscillations lies in the reflection of plasma waves at
the borders of transistor with subsequent amplification of
the wave’s amplitude. Plasma excitations in FETs with suf−
ficiently high electron mobility can be used for emission as
well as detection of THz radiation [272,273].
The detection by FETs is due to nonlinear properties of
the transistor, which lead to the rectification of the ac cur−
rent induced by the coming radiation. As a result, a photo−
response appears in the form of a dc voltage between source
and drain. This voltage is proportional to the radiation inten−
sity (photovoltaic effect). Even in the absence of an antenna,
the THz radiation is coupled to the FET by contact pads and
bonding wires. A big progress in sensitivity can be obtained
by adding a proper antenna or a cavity coupling.
The plasma waves in FET is characterized by linear dis−
persion law [271], and in gated region

Fig. 65. Array of 55 TES spiderweb bolometers and closeup of bo−
lometers. Six wedges of the type shown are assembled to form
a 330−element hexagonal horn−coupled array (after Ref 12).
Opto−Electron. Rev., 19, no. 3, 2011
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Fig. 66. Plasma oscillations in a field effect transistor.

where s »108 cm/s is the plasma wave velocity in GaAs chan−
nel, Vg is the gate voltage, Vth is the threshold voltage, k is the
wave vector, q is the electron charge, and m* is the electron
effective mass. Figure 66 schematically shows the resonant
oscillation of plasma waves in gated region of FET.
The dispersion relations in bulk (3D) and ungated
regions of FET differ from Eq. (24) and are equal to
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respectively. Here N is the bulk electron concentration for
alloyed regions and ns is the sheet electron density for chan−
nel regions.
The plasma wave velocity in gated region is typically
noticeably larger compared the electron drift velocity. A
short FET channel with length Lg acts as a resonant cavity
for these waves with the eigen frequencies n = o(1 + 2n)
(n = 1, 2, 3,…). The fundamental plasma frequency is
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in which there are no free parameters and from which the
locations of the resonant peaks can be to a certain degree
predicted, though a discrepancy between the peaks frequen−
cies predicted and those experimentally found at T  4 K in
GaAs/AlGaAs modulation doped single QW were observed
[275].
In a simple approximation, the electron concentration ns
is described by a plane capacitor formula: ns = CVo/q. Here,
C is the capacitance between the gate and channel (per unit
surface area) and Vo = (Vg – IdsRs – Vth) is the difference
between the gate voltage Vg, the voltage drop across the
contact resistance Rs (Ids is the current in the transistor chan−
nel), and the threshold voltage Vth of the transistor. In this
case, the velocity of plasma waves is defined by the follo−
−wing expression
 q(Vg  I ds R s  Vth ) 
s=

m



12

(26)

When ot << 1, where t is the momentum relaxation
time, the detector response is a smooth function of and Vg
(broadband detector). When ot >> 1, the FET can operate
as a resonant detector with tuneable by the gate voltage
response frequency, and this device can operate in the THz
range. The detection character (resonant or nonresonant)
depends on the quality factor of the transistor resonating
cavity.
Assuming m* »0.1mo (mo is free electron mass), Lg
»100 nm, and Vg – Vth »1 V, the frequency of plasma waves
is estimated as no = o/2 »3 THz. The minimum gate
length can approach »30 nm, and thus, no can reach 12–14
THz for FETs with GaAs channels.
The plasma wave velocity s may be presented in another
manner. When the thickness of the dielectric layer between
the channel and the gate is small compared to the wave−
length of plasma waves, it is equal to s = (nsq2d/em*)1/2
[274], where e is the permittivity of the dielectric layer and d
is the distance from gate to channel. Then, the fundamental
frequency can be expressed by the relation
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The resonance frequency of plasma oscillations in the
subgate 2D electron gas is governed by the gate length Lg
and the plasma−wave velocity s, and is similar to Eq. (26)
nr =

1
4 Lg
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The resonance frequency is maximal for zero bias at the
gate and tend to zero when Vgs  Vth. For 2D electron gas in
GaN/AlGaN with the gate length Lg = 250 nm at T = 4.2 K,
the resonance frequency nr = 576 GHz (the quality factor
rt = 1.81) [266].
Figure 67 shows the characteristics of 60−nm gate length
InGaAs/InAlAs transistor [276]. The photoresponse of the
device exposed to the radiation of 2.5 THz frequency as
function of the gate voltage, measured at various tempera−
tures, is shown in Fig. 67(a). At T > 100 K, only non−reso−
nant detection was observed as a broadband peak. With tem−
perature decreasing below 80 K, the additional peak appears
as a shoulder on the temperature−independent background
of the non−resonant detection. This behaviour can be attrib−
uted to the resonant detection of THz radiation by plasma
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Fig. 67. Characteristics of 60−nm gate length InGaAs/InAlAs transistor: (a) response at 2.5−THz frequency as a function of the gate voltage at
different temperatures (80 K down to 10 K), (b) response at 10 K as a function of the gate voltage at different frequencies (1.8, 2.5, and 3.1
THz), (c) position (indicated by arrows) of resonance maxima as a function of gate voltage. The calculated plasmon frequency as a function
of the gate voltage, using Eq. (25) for Vth = –0.41 V, is shown by the solid line. The error bars correspond to the line width of the measured
plasmon resonance peaks (after Ref. 276).

waves. To support this assumption, additional measure−
ments were carried out at 10 K for excitation frequencies of
1.8, 2.5, and 3.1 THz. The experimental results are dis−
played in Fig. 67(b). For comparison, the theoretical predic−
tion of plasma frequency as a function of gate voltage
according to Eq. (25) is plotted as a continuous line in Fig.
67(c). One can see that the increasing excitation frequency
from 1.8 to 3.1 THz causes moving of the plasmon reso−
nance with the gate voltage, roughly in agreement with the
theory.
Veksler et al. have predicted that applying a drain−to−
−source current it is possible to observe room temperature
THz radiation resonant detection [277]. It appears, that dri−
ving a transistor into the saturation region enhances the non−
−resonant detection and can lead to the resonant detection
even if the condition ot >> 1 is not satisfied [264,266].
The physical reason is that the effective decay rate for
plasma oscillations, in the condition of hot drifting elec−
trons, becomes equal to 1/teff = 1/t – 2n/Lg, where v is the
electron drift velocity, and becomes longer when applying
current. As teff becomes of the order of unity, the detection
becomes resonant.
Tauk et al. have studied Si MOSFETs with 20–300−nm
gate lengths at room temperature and the frequency n = 0.7
THz [265]. It was found that response depends on the gate
length and the gate bias. The responsivity value of 200 V/W
and NEP  10–10 W/Hz1/2 (see Fig. 68, Ref. 261) that is com−
parable to the best current commercial room temperature
THz detectors. The inset of Fig. 68 shows the detection sig−
nal for transistors with different gate lengths. One can see
that the detected signal decreases when the gate length is
reduced from 300 nm to 120 nm.
An important progress has been reported recently –
a 3×5 Si MOSFET FPA processed by a 0.25−μm CMOS
technology [278]. Each pixel of the array consists of
a 645−GHz patch antenna coupled to a FET detector and a
Opto−Electron. Rev., 19, no. 3, 2011

Fig. 68. NEP as a function of the gate voltage for Si MOSFETs with
a 300 nm gate length, T = 300 K. The inset shows the detection signal
as a function of the gate length (after Ref. 261).

43−dB voltage amplifier with a 1.6−MHz bandwidth. The
NEP value of 3×10–10 W/Hz1/2 was achieved that paves the
way for the realization of broad−band THz detectors and
FPAs for high frame−rate imaging on the basis of CMOS
technology. The performance of these fast detectors at room
temperature is of the order of other uncooled detectors in
THz radiation frequency range (see Table 3) with the advan−
tage of a low−cost and a multi−pixel integration capability
offered by the CMOS technology. Using modern electronic
technology, FET detectors can be easy integrated to make
THz FPAs.
The first integrated a 600 GHz CMOS FPAs have been
demonstrated that operate FETs well beyond their 35 GHz
cutoff frequency [278,279]. It was shown that the low−fre−
quency operation of a non−biased source−drain FET po−
wer−detection circuit can be extended to frequencies above
the device cut−off frequency by the use of distributed resis−
tive self−mixing.
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Fig. 69. Schematic diagram of one pixel of the designed 650 GHz array with integrated folded dipole antenna (a) and differential patch an−
tenna (b). Pixels with an optical voltage amplifier have also been realized (after Ref. 278).

Square−law power detection remains as one possible
operating principle for terahertz focal−plane imaging array.
Figure 69 shows a schematic of a single pixel. The detector
circuit is designed with two 0.78×0.25 μm2 large NMOS
transistors in a differential configuration. The metal−insula−
tor−metal capacitors Cgd are used to tie drain terminal of
each transistor to the same signal voltage as the gate.
Microstrip transmission lines are used to detect currents of
the two devices combined at another virtual ground. The
length of these 50  transmission lines is selected to create
a shunt inductance from each drain to ground, which tunes
out the capacitive part of the detector input impedance at the
operating frequency.
A version of a 3×5 pixel CMOS FPA implemented in
a 0.25−μm NMOS technology and equipped with 0.65 THz
on−chip patch antennas is presented in Fig. 70. Each pixel
achieved a responsivity of 80 kV/W and a NEP of 300
pW/Hz1/2, which is comparable with conventional detectors
of THz radiation (see Table 11). However, in contrast to
bolometers, the presented detectors can be integrated with
the readout electronics and implemented in a standard
CMOS process technology.

Fig. 70. Micrograph of a wire−bonded 3×5−pixel 0.65−THz CMOS
FPA. The third row contains pixels with the centre frequency of the
antennas stepwise tuned from 550 GHz to 750 GHz. The die size is
0.85×0.90 mm2 (after Ref. 279).

Hitherto, the signal current levels in FET channels com−
pared to dark (noise) current levels in biased source−drain
channels are still relatively small which requires to use, e.g.,
the lock−in amplifiers with a narrow bandwidth to suppress

Table 11. Comparison of non−cooled terahertz direct detector technologies (after Ref. 279).
Frequency
(THz)

Technology
(μm)

Voltage sensitivity
(kV/W)

NEP
(pW/Hz1/2)

Pixels

Monolithic
integration

0.65a

0.25 CMOS

80

300

5×3

Yes

b

0.25 CMOS

50

400

5×3

Yes

Golay cell

0.1–45

200–400

–

No

Ni microbolometer

0.017

19

8×8

Yes

VOx microbolometer

4.97

100–300

128×128

Yes

0.60

0.2–30
0.094
4.3
0.80

SBD

0.4

20

–

No

0.1–30

Pyroelectric

150

400

–

No

0.2–30

Bolometer

3

–

No

aBandwidth

of 45 GHz (patch antenna)
of 125 GHz (dipole antenna)

bBandwodth
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the noise in every channel. This is one of the reasons why
this kind of facility (for the matrix array presented in Fig. 68
five lock−in amplifiers were used for 5 channels) cannot be
exploited for real−time imaging, and one needs to design
special circuits with rather wide bandwidth to realize FET
detector arrays for real time imaging.

16. Novel THz detectors
In comparison to the technical mature of other frequency
regions, in the THz region, detectors have not been fully
established due to mainly two reasons:
frequency of the THz wave is too high to be handled
with existing high−frequency semiconductor techno−
logy,
photon energy of the THz wave is much lower than the
band gap energy of semiconductors.
It is expected that applications of nanoscale materials
and devices will open the door to overcome such difficul−
ties. Today, research activities in the field of THz radiation
detectors focus also on the development of novel nano−
electronic materials and technologies. Here, we give several
examples of new solutions.
Carbon nanotubes (CNT) are the hottest topic in physics
and microelectronics. From the material point of view, car−
bon nanotubes offer an excellent alternative to their solid−
−state counterparts because of their small junction areas due
to their physical dimensions (<1 to 2 nm diameter), high
electron mobilities (up to 200 000 cm2/Vs, and low esti−
mated capacitances (tens of aF/μm), leading to predicted
cutoff frequencies in the THz range. Figure 71 shows pre−
dictions of the maximum frequency for nanotube transistors
vs. gate length, and compared to other technologies. In the
estimations, the largest transconductance, gm = 20 μS, has
been assumed.
Recent progress in fabricating graphene layer structures
with long momentum relaxation time of electrons and holes
promises a significant enhancement of the performance of
future graphene optoelectronic devices [282]. Recently,
Ryzhii et al. have proposed to utilize multiple graphene
layer structures with lateral p−i−n junctions for THz detec−
tion [283]. It was predicted that these structures can exhibit
high responsivity and detectivity in the terahertz region at
room temperatures. Due to relatively high quantum effi−
ciency and low thermal generation rate, the photodetectors
can substantially surpass other THz detectors.
The carbon nanotube with unique one−dimensional
structure has attracted much attention and has been exten−
sively studied for future nano−electronics, nano−photonics
and nano−mechanics [284]. A sensitive and frequency tune−
able terahertz detector based on a carbon nanotube quantum
dot (QD) transistor has been also demonstrated (see Fig. 72)
[285]. Photon−assisted tunnelling (PAT) is a process that
can be used in THz photodetectors. Figure 72(c) presents a
schematic diagram of electron tunnelling processes in a QD
in the presence of an electromagnetic wave. Energy states in
the QD can be tuned by changing the electrostatic potential
l

l
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Fig. 71. Predictions of the maximum frequencies vs. gate length for
nanotube transistors as compared with other technologies (after
Ref. 280).

with application of a gate voltage. When the Fermi level in
the source lead aligns with a level in the QD [see middle
panel of (c)], a source−drain current flows via elastic tunnel−
ling. When electrons exchange photons, a new current is
generated via inelastic tunnelling, i.e., photon−assisted
tunnelling (see left and right panels).
These experimental results provide evidence for pho−
ton−assisted tunnelling in the THz region and the peak posi−
tion of the satellite currents varies linearly with the THz
photon energy (see Fig. 73). It was thus demonstrated that
the carbon nanotube quantum dot works as a THz detector
with frequency tunability by changing the gate voltage.
Although the frequency−selective THz detection has
been achieved, the detection sensitivity was not high. It is
due to detection mechanism, where one−photon absorption
generates only one electron even if quantum efficiency of
100% is assumed. To resolve this problem, a carbon nano−
tube (CNT) single−electron transistor (SET) integrated with
a GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure chip having a two−dimen−
sional electron gas (2DEG) has been proposed [286]. In this
hybrid structure, THz absorption takes place in the 2DEG
but signal readout in the CNT−SET (see Fig. 74). The opera−
tion principle of this device is that the CNT transistor senses
electrical polarization induced by terahertz−excited elec−
tron−hole pairs in the 2DEG. The CNT−SET has the source
drain electrodes with an interval of about 600 nm and the
side−gate electrode was operated at 2.5 K. The noise equiva−
lent power of this detector is estimated to be 10–18–10–19
W/Hz1/2.
It was also shown that nanotubes can be used as bolo−
meters up to the frequencies »2.5 THz [287] as well as the
nanoantenna [288,289].
Among a variety of novel THz detection schemes [25,
26,87,290–292], only semiconductor quantum devices have
demonstrated to produce clear single−photon signal against
incident THz photons. Komiyama has described analyzed
two types of detectors [26]:
quantum dot (QD) detector, where a QD is electrically
polarized by photoexcitation and the induced polariza−
l
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Fig. 72. Terahertz detector based on a carbon nanotube quantum dot transistor: (a) device’s photograph, (b) device structure, and (c) sche−
matic diagram of electron tunnelling processes in a QD in the presence of an electromagnetic wave. When the Fermi level in the source lead
aligns with a level in the QD [see middle panel of (c)], a source−drain current flows via elastic tunnelling. When electrons exchange photons,
a new current is generated via inelastic tunnelling, i.e., photon−assisted tunnelling (see left and right panels) (after Ref. 285).

tion is sensed by a nearby single−electron transistor
(SET), and
charge−sensitive IR phototransistor (CSIP) in which an
isolated quantum well (QW) island is charged up by
photoexcitation and the induced charge is detected by a
conducting channel of 2−D electron gas (2DEG).
In conventional photoconductor [see Fig. 75(a)], an
electron is excited by one photon, next it is carried to the
drain, and usually the photoconductivity gain is below 1.
Several of THz single−photon detectors described by Komi−
yama adopt a different detection scheme. As is shown in
Fig. 75(b), a photon absorbed by an isolated small semicon−
ductor island creates an electron which next tunnels out of
the island. Losing one electron, the island is positively char−
ged – referred as a “hole”. The excited electron outside the
island is separated from the hole by a potential barrier and as
a result – yields the long recombination time tlife, of the
exited electron−hole pair. A charge−sensitive device is pla−
ced nearby the island to detect the charging−up of the island.
Historically, a single QD has been first developed
[25,286–288]. The detector shown in Fig. 74 is fabricated in
GaAs/AlGaAs single heterostructure crystals and utilizes
cyclotron resonance excitation in magnetic field. The metal
gates forming a SET [Fig 76(a)] extend to the opposite
directions. A bowtie antenna [Fig 76(b)] couples incident
radiation to the QD.

l

Fig. 73. Carbon nanotube quantum dot device: the energy spacing
between the original and satellite peaks as a function of the photon
energy of the terahertz wave measured at temperature 1.5 K (after
Ref. 285).

Fig. 74. Schematic representation of the CNT/2DEG terahertz de−
tector (after Ref. 286).
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Fig. 77. Double QD single−photon detector: (a) top view and (b)
schematic representation including antennas (after Ref. 26).

Fig. 75. Schematic representation of the detection mechanism: (a)
conventional scheme and (b) novel scheme (adapted after Ref. 26).

The most straightforward realization of the QD detector
is a double QD (DQD) single−photon detector implemented
in a GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure crystal [290]. Figure 77
shows an example of DQD detector, where metal gates
[cross gate (CG), barrier gate (BG), FG, and antenna] are
deposited on top of the crystal surface. About 100 nm below
the crystal surface, a heterointerface with a high−mobility
10−nm thick 2DEG layer, with electron sheet density of
3×1011 cm–2, is located. By negatively biasing the gates, the
2DEG is depleted from the regions below the gates, forming
an SET (QD1) coupled with QD2. Two electrodes define
QD2 and form a planar dipole antenna to couple incident
radiation with QD2. The radiation is absorbed by plasma
resonance mechanism in which collective oscillation of
electrons in the confining potential of QD2 is excited.

Fig. 76. Single quantum dot THz detector: (a) closed−up top view
and (b) bird view (after Ref. 26).
Opto−Electron. Rev., 19, no. 3, 2011

The outstanding sensitivity is the distinct advantage of
QD detectors. However, the application of these detectors is
restricted because of ultralow temperature operation (below
1 K) and sophisticated fabrication technique. It appears also
that the spectral range of detection is limited to relatively
long wavelengths due to excitation mechanism relying on
plasma resonance and magneto−plasma resonance. An attra−
ctive solution alternative is the photosensitive field−effect
transition fabricated in a double−quantum well (DQW)
structure, called a CISP [87,293,294].
Figure 78 demonstrates operation of the CISP detector.
The photoexcited electrons generated via intersubband tran−
sition in the upper quantum well (QW) escape out of upper
QW through the tunnel barrier, and relax into the lower QW.
Upper QW is electrically isolated from the lower QW by
negatively biasing the surface metal gates and then the iso−
lated upper QW is positively charged up due to photex−
citation. The gathered positive charge in the isolated upper
QW is detected by an increase in conductance through the
lower QW, what is shown in Fig. 78(b). Summarizing, the
CISP detector operates as a photosensitive FET with a pho−
toactive floating gate served by the upper QW.
The detection sensitivity demonstrated by the quantum
dot and CISP detectors is more than order of magnitude
superior to any other detectors at low background condi−
tions (see Fig. 20). In addition, remarkable signal amplitude
is a consequence of large current responsivity or the large
photoconductive gain. Their low output impedance (about
200 k for QD detectors and 0.1–10 k for CISPs) makes
them unique detectors [87]. Small submicrometer CSIPs are
promising for integration to large−scale arrays.
A new approach demonstrating possibilities of modern
semiconductor nanotechnology to fabricate compact THz
detector has been presented by Seliuta et al. [295,296]. This
device is and example of a combination of nanostructure
physics (GaAs/AlGaAs modulation doped structure) and
antennae approach and relies on the non−uniform two−di−
mensional electron gas heating in external high frequency
fields. Figure 79 shows the voltage sensitivity of this struc−
ture as a function of frequency. The detector exhibits broad
detection bandwidth ranging from microwaves up to tera−
hertz frequencies (between 10 GHz and 0.8 THz) with
nearly constant voltage sensitivity of around 0.3 V/W.
Detection in THz region has been recently demonstrated
using quantum rings (QRs) [297,298]. Quantum rings are
derived from epitaxially grown self−organized QDs by post
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Fig. 78. CISP detector: (a) schematic representation of crystal structure (left), the energy diagram (centre), and device structure (right) and
(b) CISP as a photoactive FET (left) (after Ref. 87).

growth annealing. Confinement in these nanostructures is
stronger than that in dots because of the altered shape. It is
found that the quantum ring intersublevel detectors

(QRIDs) exhibit very low dark current and strong response
in the 1–3 THz range, with the peak response measured at
1.82 THz (165 μm) in the temperature range of 5–10 K. This
detection peak is characterized by a peak responsivity of 25
A/W and specific detectivity of 1×1016 Jones [298].
THz detector response can be enhanced by surface
plasmon effects [299–301]. When the energy of the plasma−
−wave frequencies is quantized, the quanta are called plas−
mons. Two key factors are important:
matching the size and shape of the metal pattern so the
desired wavelength will generate plasmons,
coupling of the plasmons to the detector.
The generation of plasmons depends significantly on the
metallic pattern. Dimensions of metal grating should be
similar to the metal strip width to permit the plasmon fields
to enter the detector below the grating. Usually, a thin
dielectric layer is placed over the detector and a metal grid is
placed on top of the dielectric layer. As the plasmons are
travelling parallel to the surface, a large optical path can be
obtained for absorption without requiring a thick absorbing
layer.
As it is explained in Sect. 15, the channel of a FET can
act as a resonator for plasma waves. The plasmon frequency
depends on its dimension and easily exceeds THz by setting
the gate length at hundreds of nanometers. However, effi−
l

l

Fig. 79. Voltage sensitivity as a function of frequency for the two−di−
mensional electron gas bow−tie diode. Dark circles denote experi−
mental data, solid line shows the fit using a phenomenological ap−
proach. Insert: distribution of the amplitude of electric field in the
active part of the diode exposed to radiation of 0.75 THz. The back−
ground of the insert is decorated schematically as the shape of the
device (after Ref. 296).
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ciently coupling nonradiative plasmons to radiative electro−
magnetic waves proved a major challenge. To improve ope−
rating frequency, a novel detector which exploits electronic−
−charge vibrations has been proposed by introducing an
interdigitated dual−grating gate structure into a standard
HEMT [302]. This new HEMT−based plasmon−resonant de−
tector is well suited to spectroscopic measurement in the
low−to−mid THz range, roughly 0.5 to 6.5THz.

17. Conclusions
THz technologies are actively spreading in different areas of
human activity. Progress in THz detector technology
achieves the level that performance many discrete and low
pixel arrays operated at low or sub−Kelvin temperature are
close to ultimate performance at low background in the
whole THz range. Detector development is at the heart of all
current plants. There exist a large variety of traditional
deeply cooled mm and sub−mm wavelength detectors as
well as new propositions based on novel optoelectronic
quantum devices, e.g. carbon nanotube sensors and plasma
wave detection by field effect transistors.
Low−temperature operating heterodyne detectors based
on SIS structures operated at low or sub−Kelvin temperature
are now the most sensitive devices, giving high spectral re−
solution (n/Dn »106) and operation close to quantum limit at
n < 0.7 THz. But today they can have only limited number
of pixels, because of limited power of solid state sources
used as LOs in these spectral regions to satisfy the needs of
very high resolution spectroscopy. The future sensitivity
improvement in instruments will come with the use of large
format arrays with readouts in the focal plane to provide the
demands of high−resolution spectroscopy (with n/Dn »107 at
n 1 THz) and vision demands. In the frequency range
above 1 THz, HEB mixers on the base of superconducting
ultrathin NbN layers have the best performance and are
promising to be used in large format arrays, due to low LO
powers needed for their operation. Superconducting HEB
detectors are also promising as single−photon counters in
near IR with low dark counts and GHz counting rate. HTSC
HEBs, because of their excess noise, are not expected to
reach the sensitivity of low temperature superconducting
HEBs, but due to short electron−phonon relaxation time,
these materials are candidates for wide−band devices.
Uncooled and cooled heterodyne SBDs can provide rela−
tively high sensitivity appropriate to many applications in
mm and sub−mm spectral range, but they can be assembled
hardly in large number pixel arrays, because of the lack of
high power compact solid state LO sources with needed
power above 1 mW. Today systems with single pixel cohe−
rent SBD detectors and arrays with modest number of pixels
are available but they failure in applications at n > 1 THz
because of physical restrictions in their operation. It is pre−
dicted that an alternative method of Schottky barrier forma−
tion based on ErAs/InGaAlAs films on InP substrates will
Opto−Electron. Rev., 19, no. 3, 2011

give about two orders of magnitude better sensitivity than
typical GaAs Schottky diodes.
Uncooled or slightly cooled detectors on the base of 2D
electrons plasmon resonance in FETs, though they are still
in the stage of research and optimisation, are promising to
be used in large format arrays of the low−cost systems. One
of the important tasks lies in designing the arrays with
ROICs, obtaining really fully integrated FPAs. Other well
established uncooled THz thermal direct detection detectors
with NEP between 10–10 and 10–11 W/Hz1/2 could be used in
many low−resolution spectroscopy applications and active
vision systems.
Direct detection detectors like superconducting HEBs
have high sensitivity and are fast (t »10–10 s). Direct detec−
tion TESs (bolometers) with small volumes (»3×10–3 μm3)
are extremely sensitive at sub−Kelvin operation conditions
and are relatively fast (t »10–5 s) allowing high data rate
transfer and counting of THz phonons. Their performance
can be close to BLIP regime in the case of very low cold
background. They can be much easier assembled into large
format arrays compared to heterodyne detectors, as there is
no need of LOs.
Serious obstacles in the THz technology are relatively
low detection sensitivity of uncooled detectors used that
operate far away of BLIP conditions and the low imaging
resolution. However, recently, several types of photon de−
tectors have been created with nano−structured semiconduc−
tors, superconductors, and carbon nanotube devices. It is
expected that these novel devices will be used in a real−time
THz video cameras.
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